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HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS
1. Act promptly in all matters pertaining to patents or invention*.

2. Wlienever you write, no matter how often, plemie give your addret* and
encloae stamp for reply. Always write your name plainly, and be sure to give your
first name In full. Always address your letters to the firm name,' and not to any
individual.

3. Whenever you write, refer to your former business or correspondence with
me, and if you are writing in the interest of some inventor, give his name and furnish

proper authority from him. Generally I would remember you, but such a reminder
might help me in the identification.

4. Whenever you have a grievance, that is, when you think I have not treated

you fairly, do not hesitate to write and explain it.

5. Remember that all business is strictly confidential, and that I cannot tell

one client about another client's business without written authority from the latter.

6. As soon as the case is filed in the Patent Office, the applicant is protected

against the grant, without his knowledge, of a patent for the same thing to another
person.

7. Citizens, foreigners, women, minors and the administrators of estates of

deceased inventors, may obtain patents, '^h'.-re is no distinction in charges a* to
the nativity of persons.

8. It is not necessary to work a United States Patent, within any specified

period, in order to maintain its validity. The patent is granted for seventeen
years, and remains valid for that period, whether it is worked or allowed to sleep.

The seventeen years' term of a patent cannot be extended ixcept by special act of

Congress.

9. Two or more persons may apply jointly for a patent if they are jbint in>

ventors. Where one person is the inventor and the other only a partner, the patent
must be applied for in the name of the inventor; but he may secure his partner in

advance by executing a deed of conveyance, so draum that the patent will be issued

in both names. I prepare such deeds. Cost, with recording fee, S5.00 in ordinary
cases.

10. Postage and expressage must be prepaid, unless the inventor is unable to
get the exact rate from his express agent, and in such case he should always send
me a remittance to cover any possible charge.

11. Inventors should never destroy models and sketches made during the
development of their inventions. They become of prime importance in case in-

terference controversies should arise. Fix the date on them. It is always well to
have evidence to establish the date of conception of invention. A good plan is to
have a photograph of yourself taken with the model and preserve the date.

12. Positively no new matter can be introduced into an application after it is

once regularly filed. The Patent Office will not permit amendments of this char-
acter to be incorporati I at any stage of proceedings.

13. When you first send a model or drawing of your invention, please explain
fully, not only what you claim as your improvement, but also the construction,
operation and use of the invention, so that your business will not be delayed by
correspondence seeking further information.

14. If my clients will carefully read this pamphlet they will not have to take
the time to write me for information, and I will not have to repeat in a letter what
is set forth plainly in the pamphlet. The enclosure of this pamphlet, with a para-
graph marked, may be considered a respectful answer to such letters.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
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BUSINESS
BY CORRESPONDENCE

One of the rules of practice U to the effect that

penoiwl attendance at the Patent Oflke li unn<<ceMary,

and that the butineM should be transacted in writing.

This piethod has proven satisfactory. Similarly I

have succeeded as well, with those clients living at a

distance, by correspondence, as with those whc : 'at

my office. My experience in writing thousanus of

letters and reports to inventor* enable* me to keep

the inventor* posted in a ludd manner concerning the

progress of his cases before the Patent Office, and to

ask definite questions relatively to any point* not

thoroughly understood. Also the greateat detail* in the

way of inatruction* are aubmitted to the client con<

ceming the dgning of paper* or the pre*entation of

argument*, *peclfication*, agreement*, and aaaignments.

An advmataA* not to bo orarlookMl la

coctaapondono ayatam la that tbo aama acu h
a lagal racofd. ao that la tha avaat o( aay oaa'a

coataatlag tha rlghta of tha lavaator, tha aarly

tettara, dascriptloaa, ate., aarra u valuabto avl-

daaca of tha data whaa tha lavaator bagan to

corraapoad about obtalalat pataat, aad may ba

"EVIDENCE OP CONCEPTION"

of your lavaatloB. Tharafora, hava algaad, datad

aad witaaaaad aay diawlat* or daacrlptloaa dla>

cloalag your Invantloa.





WILLIAM C. LINTON
(Registered)

UNITED STATES
Search as to the novelty of an invention
Preparing and filing patent application

Design patent

—

3}4 years

Design patent—7 years

Design patent—14 years

Trade Mark
Copyright

Opposition: Replying to Examiner's Objec-
tions usually

Appeal to the Board of Examiners-in-Chief .

.

Appeal to the Commissioner
Assignment

Advance fee for each application

$10.00 see page 16

60.00 "25-28-74

35.00

40.00

55.00

35.00

10.00

20.00

50.00

60.00

5.00

30.00

47

47

47

45

48

37

32

32

36

25

CANADA
Search as to the novelty of an invention $10.00 see page 16
Mechanical patent (machines, etc.) 0«J .00 " 25-33
Patent for composition 50.00 " 44
Caveat 25.00 " 35

Design patent 30.00 " 48
Trade Mark $40and 45.00 " 46
Copyright 10.00 " 48

Extension of time to commence manufacture 35 .00 " 34
Extension of time to import 35.00 " 35

Assignment of patent 5.00 " 36
Opposition: Replying to Examiner's Objec-

tions usually 20.00 " 37
Advance fee for each application 30.00 " 25

PATENTS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
See price list on pages 55-74

N-B.^atter tubjact to change without notice.



INTRODUCTION

yC BOUT thirty years ago, the firm of Marion &
/-\ Marion came into existence having offices located

-^ -*-at Washington, D.C., United States, and Mont-

real. Canada. The members of this firm obtained a

world wide reputation by representing clients residing

in almost every country on the globe, and have obtained

many thousands of patents.

Being a member of this firm, I have, since the

death of all of my othe: partners, carried on the

business under my own name, and have been represent-

ing all clients in the same prompt and efficient manner.

Being a graduate mechanical engineer, as well as a

graduate of law, I am competent to handle all classes

of inventions, and have a competent staff of assistants,

including graduate mechanical engineers, electrical

engineers and chemical engineers, as well as an efficient

draughting department with a chief draughtsman who

has been associated with the firm for the past twenty-

four years.



QUALIFICATIONS
OF

PATENT SOLICITORS orATTORNEYS

The wise man of the parable digs deep and builds his house upon a rock.
On what sort of a foundation does the manufacturer of a patented article erect
his industry?

The builder for the patentee is the solicitor of patents. Upon the intelli-

gence and care with which the solicitor draws his description and claims depends
the stability and effectiveness of the patent. In an oft-quoted sentence no less
an authority that the United States Supreme Court has recognized the high
quality of skill required in the drafting of patent claims. The ideal patent
solicitor should be artisan, engineer, scientist, lawyer, philosopher and prophet
nothing less.

In Englanci, a patent agent is obliged to qualify to rigid standards. In the
United States the standards admitt ig to registration are more easily attained,
but the Canadian Patent Office doc= not keep a registration of attorneys.

No person can practice before the United States Patent Office as an attorney
unless he is so registered before that Office, and to become an attorney entitled
to practice before the Patent Office he must prove to the Commissioner of
Patents that he is fully competent to act in that capacity. Therefore, an ordinary
attorney or lawyer cannot practice before that United States Patent Office,
unless he has qualified to become a registered attorney.

The Commissioner of Patents has complete jurisdiction over registered
patent attorneys to see that they properly represent applicants when applying
for patents, therefore should a registered patent attorney misrepresent you, he
would be liable for disbarment from practice before the United Sute* Patent
Office.

At the present time you can reasonably feel sure to entrust your invention
with most any registered patent attorney, as no attorney would knowingly
misrepresent you, as if he did he would be compelled to give up his practice
which required a number of years of study to qualify as a registered attorney to
practice before the United States Patent Office.

Having qualified in the capacity of a registered attorney, I was so registered
before that United States Patent Office in August 1911, under registration
number 10,109, and being a member of the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents
of London. England, I feel competent to represent applicants desiring to obtain
patents. Howcv.t, too much care cannot be taken when selecting your attorney
as if he should fail to give your application for patent the required and proper
attention, the patent after it has been granted may not fully protect an invention.



WILLIAM C. LIN'TOX

"As the value of patents depends largely upon the careful preparation of

kfl Ind hon'e^ r"'i'"'
'"^ "^""^ °' '"^'^ '^'^''^^ «"' »- P-Portioned to theirSkill and honesty. So many persons have entered this profession of late years

TolSn"r:r "*'•' *°° ""•=" *"" """""' •'^ *^""''^'» '" *•«= se!eSLTa

The inventor's need of an experienced patent lawyer is emphasized by the

xtrvV'ToX °' '""^ '""""' ^°"" °' ''•^ ^""-^^ «'»'- - '"'--of

at .11' II' '!^;'|f^''°"
""l ^^™» of a patent, particularly if the invention be

a^^ all comphcated constitute one of the most difficult legal instrumenu to draw

Tn the rnn'^V' '" "'":f
''^ ''"' '•"' "^'"^'"^ '"-""°- -r. oftenpSn the hands of .nexpenenced persons to prepare such specifications and daimVU IS no matter of surprise that the latter frequently fail to describe wi^h requLTecertain ythe exact invention of the patentee, and err either in da ming tt^t

wSia' '^'7'^,''^^ "°' •" f-' '"v-'ed or in committing somTefem«which was a valuable or essential part of his actual invention."

RnfvS: r^!'''',!''^ 'fu'
^''y.'"" "''"' ^^'" inexperienced inventors is tha' of Dr.

^Htfs Srven'i'r^"
''"°''" '"'" °" '^^''"'-' ^"''-'^- --° -<» '» '^

"In getting your invention patented avoid as the devil does holy waterthe no patent, no pay' solidtor and those who offer to get you full protec-tion for about one-half the regular fee. The first are like quack docto« thesecond like shoddy dealers. Get your patent through some «p"tkblesolictor who will charge a good living price and give you something throughwhich the next comer cannot drive a circus wagon, band and all.
'

Don't spend any money on your invention unless it is really worth some-

o';'ender l ' ",r'"'"''
"'"=' ^" ^"°"^^ '""' »»- '"« '"''» anrexjeien^eto render you really expert service and who will expect you to pay him a flir f,^

... "^1"^ ^"'^^ !^'«' Patent Oflfice, Art. 17 of the Rules of Practice, says-Applicants are advised, unless perfectly familiar v^-ith patent matters, to employ

the sT'i^f !.

'"°™7'V: ^''"' °' ''^''"'' •'^'""'^^ '" * «^«^' °>^a«"re uponthe sk llful preparation of the specification and of the invention."

in thi;:£:Tngtrm:r
°^'^ "'"'" ''" "•"'= ~«<'»«o'' to inventor..

«^i^^!Ll^!^^l'''
^^^ '° ^^^ '"'*'^''' °^ *•»" applicant nd of the public•ervice, that the documents and drawings should be prepared by competentpersons.



MONTREAL AND WASHIXGVON

MY OFFICES

u 1J,I!!S"?".u®'*'
^^^ " Montreal and Washington. My Montreal office

.8 looted m the metropoli. of Canada, and occupies the .econd floor of theMerehanu Bank BuUding. located at the corner of University and St Cathar-me Street, By having a Canadian office I am in a better position to .ook after

I ! »*^« *^ ?*" ^'""^ '*'"' ^^^ °'""'*' °' »•»« Dominion of Canada. ThePatent Office ,s located at Ottawa, but I frequently visit the Patent Office and

27.^T; T.T '^ "°" '" '*''' "'^ ""'^ ""»""» '" P*""" '^'h the Examine;
of the Patent Office, if such matters need personal attenUon.

n »^^ Tf''''"!*°" °®" *' ''^'*«* «" '•'•^ '««"'<« floo«- of the National UnionBuildrng »18 F Street. Northwest, which is within five hundred feet from 'heUnited SUtes Patent Office.

PATENT LIBRARY

I have the largest and most complete pri-ate patent library in theDominion, including complete seu of the United Sutes and Canadian Patent
Office reports; of the Commissioners' and United Sutes Court Decisions; theExchequer CourtReports; the "Recueil General" of the International Unionfor the P^tection ofIndustrial Property; and an extensive collection of lUer"ature on Foreign Patent and Trade Mark Uw and Pranice; the principal
encyclopedias, dictionaries and other works of reference; toilether with «
rn^durtlSrirt"*

*"'"'''^' *"*' engineering literature in various branches of

nf u,J.VK'^n'll^°
*
"."f'^u

of technical and scientific periodicals, current file,
of which will be found in the library.

I particulariy invite all who may have occasion to do so to make use of mylibrary and other fadlities to the full extent of their needs.
My Washington office, in close proximity to the United Sutes Patent

Office. IS always open for the use of my clients who deem it expedient to visit theCapital, thinking, naturally, that they can by their presence facilitate the

ZZT 1 Tl'^'Tl ^''"' ^ «'*'"'' '"^'^^ '"^''°">" 't my office. I mustcandidly state that the businew would be equally as weU attended to ;ere theinventor in New Zealand as in Washington.

THE ADVANTAGE OF HAVING A WASHINGTON OFFICE

,n m^^
tWng. being equal, the inventor should select an attorney who hasan office m \ya8h.ngton. where the entire patent business of the United Sute.

r^r""^ «.exclusively carried on. And this for many reasons. All the publ^records and prior patents are open for his inspection and can be examined with-

th. L™f f" '""f
°* to correspondence. He does not have to depend uponhe service of agents. And. above all. he enjoys a personal acqualn^ce ^ththe various Examiner, of the Patent Office, and can have daily intervS^S



10 WILLIAM C. LINTON

^ITJ ""i^-'^'y-
The importance of these interview, cannot bo over^..ti-mated. When an attorney is interviewing an examiner he can malce him see

^ishTil'Jhr
"""''"«"• '"^''"^"^"'"" '''»"• More can thenbeir

^^^J:iZZ'Z^:nr'''''
"'^" '^ '-°"''' ^^^ correspondence a^d

GOING TO OTTAWA OR WASHINGTON

P». ^'Z!''''T°"
'"""^*'* ''"^ na'"«"y. that if per«,nally present in thePatent Office, they can get their ca..s through more expeditiously oTwmmSother important facilities. This is not so. The Patent Office d^snoT",^patent papers, or malce models. These must be provided by the appli^nHrh.s attorney, according to law; otherwise, hi. case will not be conddeS

THE NATURE AND POLICY OF PATENTS
It is a well recognized principle that some suitable reward should be given

of^LTT °' '*'''°"' "'° ^'°^"" "'^^ '"^'^"'•°"^> '"ch " improved arSo manufacture, or improvements in detail which increase the efficient oP.S
fhl. S' ""h

"'' ^"'* "'"""^^ " ^« '''"''"'y k""*"- It '« also u^^ersStha the author, artist and designer should be recognized and rewarded foItS^contributions to the intellectual advancement of the general puWic

„.t.,I°^*''"tl""
'"^^"'^ '" °"^'' "'^' '^'^ ^'•"'^ °^ ^a'^h contribution of thisnature may be recognized in the proportion of its value to the pubHc Lm!system of control must be devised which will be so flexible as to a«omI'ti«n!regulate i.^lf to all cases as they arise.

automatically

The patent laws provide a monopoly for a term of years, during which noone but the inventor or those authorized by him may manufacture urors^lany new invention which has been patented in accordance with the iermiZSstatutes provided for that purpose.
*** ""

INVENTOR'S MONOPOLY

.

" *"
;r«'«

^«e to take advantage of new inventions, witho-t paying for

nvlnr- K 7 ""^l!"
"^ "° '"ducement for many inventors to prcTxe ,Jchinventions, but. vnth a certainty of pecuniary profit, there is great incentive toperfect crude machines and processes whereby better results «e obtaS

P,fPn?T '"I '"r"'°'
''" P^^^t^ his invention, and has procured Letter.Patent therefor, he . assured of an absolute monopoly for the whote te«. o7his patent, during all of which term he may manufacture his in^Ition and .el

nLT'^n'"''
''"""'' '" ""^^ " "'" •=°»»''^ '•"» t° collect^om the puJmcin cash a full recognition of the value of his invention.

;^ .^H T^ f''^ '"' increased, or. a greater number of such article, willbe sold. As no one but the inventor, or those specially authori«:d by hto my



MONTREAL AND WASHINGTON It

manufacture, use, r lell a patented article, the entire revenue derived from the
sale, or use. of such articles must necessarily be paid to the inventc-

Hence the inventor's reward is automatically adjusted by the extent of the
public appreciation of his invention. Great invention* receive general public
encouragemf nt. whUe lesser inventions are rewarded in corresponding degree.

REASON FOR PATENT MONOPOLY
As monopolies are generally considered to be antagonisUc to the pubUc

welfare, some strong reason must appear to Induce the general government to
grant, even for a limited term, a monopoly of anything of public utility.

Nothing but a desire to improve the condition of the general public would
be a sufficient inducement for the granting of the limited monopoly of the
patent system.

The demands of trade and manufacture tend toward the production o£
more perfect machinery and improved procesites of manufacture.

The keen competition of modern commerce causes the merchant and the
buyer to closely scrutinize and quickly discriminate between articles of dif-
ferent degrees of merit.

The manufacture- is alert to secure the privilege of proJudng what the
public demands, and the buyers are equally anxious to purchase luch goods as
will best serve their purpose.

If all were free to manufacture an article or practice a process as won as it
became known, it is evident that only the uncertain glory resulting from public
appreciation would be the inventor's reward, and no financial profit would fol-
low as a reward for the benefits he has contributed to mankind.

At this point the well-considered patent law becomes available as a pro-
tection to the inventor.

If the invintion is a meritorious one. he is entlUed to a patent, upon com-
plying with certain conditions. When the patent is granted, it is for a term of
years, which is generally sufficient to enable the inventor to derive a sufficient
revenue to reward him for producing the invenUon, after which that particular
invention belongs to the general public, and all are free to manufacture, use and
sell it.

However, before a patent has expired no one is free to manufacture, use, or
sell the patented article, or practice the patented process, either for their own
private use. or for a profit. No one but the inventor and those specially author-
ized by him may use the subject matter of the patent for any purpose whatever.
It follows that if an unauthorized person shall make a patented article he will
be liable to the inventor for damages. Many persons are under the impression
that they have the right to manufacture patented articles for their own private
use, but this is an error which >-.s in many instances proven costly to the inno-
cent, but mistaken, persons who unintentionally infringed different patents.
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such as the Drive-well patents. Spring-tooth harrow patents, and others which
are now expired.

There is no great industry at thU time but is dependent almost wholly for
Us present stage of development, upon the inventor.

All who are engaged i n any useful occupation are dally paying tribute to the
inventor in some manner.

The income of the manufacturer is increased by reason of the increased
sales of patented articles, and because of their greater perfection such articles
essen the necessary labor and increase the earning capacity of all who are ob-
liged to toil.

From the smallest garden to the vast farms of Canada and the United
States the product has been wonderfully increased by reason of the more modem
tools and implements of agriculture recently invented, in consequence of which
vast tracts of territory are now productive which, under primitive methods,
could not be worked at a profit.

Many inventions are patented in which are disclosed structures very
similar in appearance to previously known devices, and such patents are sus-
tained by the courts.

The reason is evide.it upon reflecUon. No matter how nearly the new
invention may approach .ae old in general appearance, if the old device ia not
perfect in construction and operation, there is room for improvement.

Slight changes in construction often bring success out of faUure, and no
matter how slight may be the apparent differenoe. if the difference really ezisu
and produces a new result, it is proper subject for a patent.

Many instancti of simple inventions might be cited, as a band wheel
bearing for sewing machines, which was of very simple character, but which
was recognized to be of sufficient value so that the patent was sustained in
the courts. Another case in which the invention consisted merely in a hump
ornse in the returning raceway of a ten-pin alley. thU hump or rise being
near the end of the raceway to prevent the returning balls from reaching that
end where the player takes the balls with a smashing Impact. 1. is patent
was sustained in the courts. A detachable device which suspended both stock-
ings from a single existing point of support on the corset, formed the subject
matter of another patent which was bitteriy contested and sustained The
apphcauon of a well-known torsional spring to a telegraph key; placing a rub-
ber back upon packing for stuffing boxes; the substitution of hard rubber for
materials prevv jsly used as a plate for artificial teeth, and many other appar-
ently simple devices have been patented, and the patents susuined in the
courts. In the cases of Hobbs vs. Beach, decided March 5. 1901 by the
United States Supreme Court, the opinion of the court after referring to var-
ious simple cortructions upon which patents have been sustained, contained
the following language:

—

"If there be one central controlling purpose deducible from all these de-
cisions, and many more that might be quoted, it is the steadfast determination
of the court to protect and reward the man who has done something which has
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•actually advanced the condition of mankind, wmething by which the work ofthe world i. done better and more expeditiously than it wa. before ••
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About the year 1828, Jamet Neilson dUcovered that a hot blast of air thrown
into a furnace wai more effective than the cold blast previously used. Neilaon

filed an application for patent, and described an apparatus for making use of this

discovery by heating the air blast before it was directed Into the furnace, and his

patent was sustained by the courts in numerous instances, in one of the decisions

relating to which the court said:

—

"The patent law is not confined to new machines and new corapoiitioni of

"matter, but extends to any new and useful art or manufacture. A manufactur-
"ing proceu is clearly an art within th: meaning of the law."

Having once made a discovery in an art relating to manufacture, the

machine for carrying the discovery into effect may be as simple as falling off a
log—as simple as the hot blast described by Neilson—yet if the patentee
describes one way of carrying his discovery into effect, he is entitled to a patent
for his method or process as a new art, or an improvement In an art.

"The means by which the principle (new discovery) is applied may be
"devoid of invention, and such as any workman skilled in the art wherein the

"application is made might supply when the discovery Is told him." Potts vs.

Creager. 155 United SUtes, 597.

Cases might be cited almost Indefinitely where patents have been procured
and sustained, in which the apparent difference between the patented artkle,

machine or process and the prior art was slight, but in many instances this

apparently slight difference brought success from failure, and rendered the old

more valuable, thereby revolutionizing and making useful what had theretofore

been of little or no value.

VALUE OP AN INVENTION

This leads to the consideration of a questioi) which is frequently submittci*

to a Patent Solicitor, vis., what is the value of a given invention. A complt»
answer would involve the consideration of too many details for a publication of

this character. Value may be given to an invention by one man who will realize

a fortune from it because of his energy and perseverance, where another would
accomplish practically nothing. One of the reasons for thU is frequently the

desire of inventots to realize vast fortunes from little effort within a too limited

time. A patent is a monopoly which, in hand<i that are Bl. may result in the

manufacture and sale of vast quantities or numbers of the patented articles, but
if the inventor seeks to overcharge for what he has. he must expect the same
fate as one who aeek'i to place too high a price upon any article of commerce.
The public U '^'^prrdative, and is always willing to {>ay b i advance for more
perfe - goods, but where the price is made prohibitive, then more primitive

articles H manufacture can and will be used, even though the patented article

is r ' ' ^rio.r. Each invention must rest upon its own merit, and no hard
ar _ Tile can I ; laid down for determining the value of inventions. The
n. ^verance which leads to the perfection of a machine if properly applied
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to the commercial tide of the trantaction will unJoubtely result in a profit pro-
portlonate to the value of the machine, and the enemr dUplayed in placing itupon the market, and it U for the inventor to determine by hU method of man-
agement what it the real value of an invention.

POSSIBILITY OP SECRET USE

Secret uk of an invention ia not conaUtent with the progreaa of the afc andU not protected by the courtt. Ifa manufacturer hu an invention which ii of|PW value .uch value exiata only becauae it confers a monopoly upon thepotMiMr of the lecret. ThU monopoly vaniahet at toon aa the secret is dis-
covered and the whole world may then do what was theretofore done in secretNo one can prevent it. and no law, but the patent laws, may be invoked to
restrain any one from doing what is considered useful to mankind.

It would be pracUcally impoisible to keep secret a valuable invention (or
fifteen or eighteen years, and derive a revenue from it, yet the patent Uws confera monopoly for that term, during which no one but the owner of a patent may
use the patented invention.

PATENTS—WHAT ARE THEY?
A patent is a contract made between the Government issuing the patent andthe inventor, in which both parties have conditions to perform. The conditions

are reciprocal and all patents are based on them.

These condiUons are that the Government will grant to the inventor
provided he is entitled to it. a monopoly of the use of the article, machine
methods, etc.. for a fixed period of time, upon the condition that the inventor
at the expiraUon of that period, gives the invention to the public

The conditions of the contract upon which a patent U granted vary in all
Of the nations and govemmenu having patent systems.

In most of the countries, however, the condiUon U that the thing sought tobe P> etibed, must be New and useful, and a patent can be obuined only whensuch »• the case. As thU is absolutely essential, and upon these points the
application filed must sUnd or fall, it is readUy seen that each inventor, beforegoing to the expense of an application, and the paying of Government and
attorney s fees, should first asceruin if his invention wUl probably comply wi ththese ModiUonjj. If the invenUon is not n«w and uatful. no patent can be
obtained, and the inventor has nothing to show for the money expended.

The inventor should therefore have a search made to ascertain as to whether
or not hU invention is new and useful. In this connection the inventor shouldsend me a comprehensive sketch or model of his idea, and a deacripUon which is
suffiaently clear to be understood. 1 wUl then make a search of the pertinentU.S. patents m the class to which the invention relates and send my report
as to whether the mvenUon is probably patentable.
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SEARCH
What it to.—My learch of the record* of the Patent OflSce It to aaceruin

If any patents have been granted which would prevent the granting of a patent
for the invention submitted. This search Is made in the United Sutet Patent
Office, where the system under which the patents are clasdAed, etc.. U more
complete than in any other country. When a search as to novelty U made In the
United Sutes Patent Office, all available U.S patents are carefully examined
to And the various features of Invention disclosed in the model or drawing
submitted. The result of that examination Is reported to the Inventor. I
advise a search in the United Sutet Patents Office for the reason that the
authorities have provided for inspection some l.JOO.OOO copies of United States
Patents, each for a different InvenUon, and all arranged in classes and lub-
classet for making searches.

The Examiners of the Patent Office do not make searches prior to filing
applications for Patents, and it should be cleariy understood that a search made
at Washington i»ior to filing an application Is made among United Sutet
patents only, as foreign patents are not separately classified for public inspecUon.

If a better place than the United States Patent Office exUted, in which
searches could be made. I would make searches in such better place.

If an invention is disclosed in a United Sutes patent, or in a patent granted
in any country, such invention is not patenuble in Canada to another person,
hence i prtfer to make all searches in the United States Patent Office where the
largeat number of patents are open to our inspection. Nearly every good thing
patented anywhere has been patented in the United Sutes, so that a search of
the United State* patents in a particular class tells nearly all that is worth
knowing in that class, and should be accurate in ninety per cent, of cases.

I also make searches of the records of the Canadian Patent Office when
desired.

A special search in a wise safeguard as it often prevenU the uselett expendi-
ture of money in endeavoring to secure a patent where none can be obtained.

A favourable report will often enable inventors to interest capitalisU in the
Inventions, at least to the extent of advancing the money neceatary to Uke out
the patent. In this connection It should be said that it Is not necessary to find
a man of large means to assist you in obtaining a patent. Nearly any inventor
has among his friends and neighbors a dozen or more in moderate drcumsUnces
who can command the small sum necessary to secure a patent, and who
will be only too glad to advance the money upon condition of becoming
the owner of a pan of the patent. After the inventor has ascertained the
patentability of the invention, he should easily find many persons only too
willing to invest a few dollars in order that they may participate in his good
fortune. I should, therefore, advise all inventors, especially those who have
not funds to pay the entire cost of patent, to have a special search made of the
records of the Patent Office, in the first place. My report, if adverse, will save
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them money, a* they will not per»i«t in fruitleu effort! to obtain a patent at a
loM to theroielvet; and if favorable, will probably enable them to make arrange-
ments with moneyed people, who will almost invariably advance the cost of a
patent in consideration of the assignment of a part interest in it, but who would
rightly hesitate to put their money in the venture without such assurance.

WHO CAN OBTAIN A PATENT

Any person, adult or minor, who is the first and original inventor or
diKoverer, may secure a patent, regardless of his nationality.

The words "Any Penon," in the United States mean a minor as well as an
adult, a married woman as wpI! as an unmarried, joint inventors no matter how
many in number, and foreign 19 well as United States citizens.

A deceased person's lnvenu> .1 can be patented on the application of his
executor or administrator.

JOINT INVENTORS

Whene/er in invention is the joint product of two or more minds, a Patent
thereon must be jointly applied for by all the Inveatora. and if a Patent for a
joint invention is Uken out by any number of such inventors less than the whole
the Patent is invalid. The fact that one man furnishes the capiul and another
makes the invention, does not entitle them to make application as joint in-
ventors. In such case, the patent should be applied for by the inventor alone.
who may, however, assign any part of his rights during the prosecution of his
application, before the isue of the patent, and thereby cause the patent to
issue to the inventor and assignee jointly. Such assignment should be recorded
in the patent oiike, as provided by law.

JOINT OWNERSHIP

Joint ow.-iers of a Patent, whether by assignment or joint invention, have
the right to work the invention independently without accounting to one
another. It is advisable, iherefore, that such parties should have a special
Agreement drawn up by u competent person, defining the rights and powers of
each.

THE PATENT APPLICATION
This consists o» the Petition. Speciflcntion. Drawinfts and Oatli. Of

these the specification, Llairas and drawing? are of the moat imporUnce, the
petition and oath being matters of form.

As the original application determines the point of greatest breadth to
which the patent can be construed, it will be readily understood that the
preparation of the specification, claims and drawings are matters of the greatest
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importance to the inventor, as upon them the patent must stand or fall. To
more clearly show the value of these parts of the aplication, we give a short
description of the requirements of each.

THE SPECIFICATION

The specification is the Key-Stone of the patent, for on it all of the
remaining portions must depend for support. If the specification is prepared in
an unskillful manner, by reason of ambiguous wording, insufficiency of descrip-
tion, etc., a patent granted thereon would be practically worthless, inasmuch as
It would be impossible to determine the value and effect of the claim and of the
patent. The specification must be so "full, clear and exact as to enable any-
one skilled in the art to which the invention appertains to make and use the
same. " And such must necessarily be the case, since the specification forms the
only basis upon which the public can make use of the invention after the patent
has expired.

The preparation of the specification is therefore of the greatest importance,
and should only be done by a person having extensive training in this particular
branch. It appears to be an easy matter to describe an invention, and set forth
its objects and advantages; yet, on looking over the decisions of the Courts,
which are the sole judges of a patent, it will be found that a vast number of
patents have been declared void and invalid by reason of a defective specifica-
tion.

The brainiest legal practitioners do not undertake to prepare a specification,
leaving it to be done by some person especially trained to this work. They
tacitly admit their inability in this particular line, although they are authorities
on legal questions.

When it is considered that each specification must contain, in addition to
the complete description, the points on which the demand for a patent is made
(which in many cases are ..nperceptible even to the experienced eye of the
expert), it can be readily seen that it is something which should not be left to
novices, and especially is this true in patents for inventions of great utility,
where the success of the manufacturer leads others to attempt to imiute. This
is the crucial test of the patent. Suits for infringement are threatened, and
the services of patent lawyers, versed in all of the intricate deUils and require-
ments of the patent laws, are brought to bear in the rt'empt to have the patent
declared invalid. Each minute part of the application and patent are carefully
scrutinized and examined, with a view to finding some fiaw. The most attention
is paid to the specification, and why? Because it is the most vulnerable part of
the patent. These legal luminaries well know that although the claims may be
subject to attack on the point of prior anticipation, yet these claims would be
held valid, if there is any patentable merit in them, but such leniency would not
be exercised in respect to the specification—that must be "full, clear and
exact."—and the least defect in it will prove fatal. What chance would there
hr in such a case, for a specification prepared by a novice with little or no
experience? •
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To prepare a specification, which will be able to withsund the many pitfallsm the Courts, requires a mind able to grasp, by intuiUon, the subtle differences
in inventions, and such ability can only be acquired by experience combined
with a knowledge of the arts and manufactures, each different and in a consunt
sute of improvement. To this must be added the ability to present these
differences in a legal manner, in order that their full force and effect can be seen
and felt, without any possibility of doubt as to what is meant.

In fact, the specification must be prepared with a foresight sufficient to
guard atainst atucks of every kind and nature, that may be brought to bear
against it at a future period, where the attacks have the advantage of extended
thought and research.

This service must necessarily be expert and cannot be furnished by a cheap
attorney. He cannot pay for It. And be must leave the work of prepu-a-
tlon to novice*. The average inventor does not consider this point and sends
his work to the lowest bidder, with the consequence that many of the patents
granted are not worth the paper they are printed on. He finds, when it is too
late, that he has been "gold-bricked" and regrets his folly in saving the small
difference in cost, this saving, though small, being sufficient to cause the differ-
ence between a worthless and a valid patent. The inventor would do well to
follow the example of the manufacturers in this respect.

Too much skill can never be exercised in the preparation of a specification.

Fraser says:

•••The drawing up of a complete specification is an operation which requires
the utmost care, skill and attention, for the validity of the patent wlU depend
on this document belnft clear, explicit and drcumatantlal. Few
inventors will venture to assume a task which is calculated to try the capacity
and experience of the most able ps-ofessional man."

Godson says:

"In the specification the invention must be accurately ascertained and
particulariy described; it must be set forth in the most minute detail. The
disclosure of the secret is considered as the price which the patentee pays for
this limited monopoly, and therefore it ought to be full and correct (for the
benefits thus secured to him are great and certain), in order that the subject of
his patent may, at its expiration, be well known, and that the public may reap
from it the same advantages as have accrued to him."

The specification has two objects: one is to make known the manner of
constructing the machine, if the invention is of a machine, so as to enable
artisans to make and use it. and thus to give the public the full benefit of the
invention after the expiration of the patent; the other is to put the public in
possession of what the patentee claims as his own invention, so as to asceruin
if he claims anything that is in common use. or is already known, and to guard
against prejudice or injury from the use of an invention which the public may
otherwise innocently suppose not to be patented. See Evans vs. Eaton. 7
Wheat, 356. The specification must be perfect of itself, an imperfect descrip-
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tion makes a patent void, see Wayne vs. Holmes, 1 Bond, 27; it must explain the
principle of the invention and state the best known mode of constructing and
operating it, see Grier vs. Castle, 17 Fed. Rep. 523; 24 O. G. 1176; it must
distinguish the new from the old, see Sawyer vs. Miller, 12 Fed. Rep. 725; and
describe some practicable method of carrying the invention into effect, see ex
parte Schoonmaker 13 O. G. 595; it is sufficient if, from it alone, a competent
mechanic can construct the invention, see Wayne vs. Holmes, 1 Bond, 27. If
the description is sufficient to enable those skilled in the art to which it pertains
to make and use the invention the requirement of the law is satisfied, see Loom
Co. vs. Higgins, 21 O. G. 2031; Roberts vs. Schreiber, 18 O. G. 125. "Persons
skilled in the art" are those of ordinary and fair information, not of special
excellence, see ex parte Kerr, 28 O. G. 95. If on the assumption that certain
matters are known to those skilled in the art, the specification is intelligible, it
is sufficient, see Hancook Inspirator Co. vs. Lall> 35 O. G. 1001; and if a
description is sufficient at the date of the patent subsequent discoveries cannot
make it less so, see Celluloid Mgr. Co. vs. Am Zylonite Co., 40 O. G. 1453.

A failure to describe an essential element avoids the patent, see Schneider
vs. Hill. 5 Bann & A.. 565. Absolute precision is not required, see Dorsey Har.
Rake Co. vs. Marsh, 6 Fisher, 387; but nothing can be patented unless it can be
described, and a patentee cannot have invented what he cannot describe, see.
Smith vs. Downing, 1 Fish. 64. Mistakes in naming the invention, or in assign-
ing the invention to its proper class, as by calling it a product when it is a pro-
cess, do not render the description insufficient, see Foye vs. Nichols, 23 O G
2243.

Modifications and appliances which would suggest themselves to ordinary
mechanics need not be mentioned, see Union Paper Bag Co. vs. Nixon, 4 O. G.
31; nor is it necessary to describe all the uses of the invention, see Pike vs.
Potter, 3 Fisher, 55. Ambiguity in the description is fatal, irrespective of the
intent of the inventor, see Blake vs. Stanfford, 3 Fisher, 294; but not unless the
description is rendered unintelligible, see Swift vs. Whisen. 2 Bond 115.

'^'alse suggestion in a material part of the specification avoids the patent,
see Delano vs. Scoot, 1 Robb, 700; and concealment by which the patentee
obtains an advantage over the public, if wilful, avoids the patent, see Heath vs.
Unwin, 2 Webb, 236. If the invention relates to a machine the specification
must clearly describe the exact construction and operation of every part thereof,
and the machine as a whole; if it re! tes to a process, it should describe the pro-
cess step by step, as well as the operation as a whole; if it relates to a composi-
tion of matter, it must enumerate all the different materials entering into such
composition, the proportions of each, the manner of combining them, and the
essential qualities of the resulting composition.

THE DRAWINGS
The preparation of the drawings should receive the ijame care and atten-

tion as the specification, in fact, the specification and drawings are of almost
equal importance.
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While the specification must be complete in description, the drawings must
clearly set forth what is meant by the various terms and phrases used in the
specification, serving as a lamp by which the invention described in the speci-
fication may be clearly seen and understood.

The drawing must be clear and concise, and must conform to the rules
of the Patent OflSce. They must present the invention fully and completely
and leave no doubts as to what is intended to be disclosed in the specification.

The figures of the drawing must be of a size to clearly show the parts, and
a sufficient number must be made to show each and every portion of the in-
vention. And in a patent for an improvement on an existing machine, suffi-
cient views must be made as will clearly indicate to what portion of the old
machine the improvements are attached.

A great deal of unnecessary trouble in often caused, in the prosecution of
applications, by reason of the small seal on which the views are shown. This
is caused by the attempt to illustrate the invention on a limited number of
sheets of drawing. Such limitation always works to the disadvantage of the
inventor, as the small views cannot show the invention in as much detail and
clearness as views of larger size. My advice on this point is to have the draw-
ings made on a large enough scale to clearly illustrate the invention regardless
of the number of sheets. The extra cost will be money well invested, as it will
allow of the presentation of the invention in a more attractive and, therefore,
more saleable manner.

EXTRA DRAWINGS

During th« preparation of an application for patent it sometimes becomes
necessary to prepare more than one sheet of drawing to illustrate the invention,
as required by the rules and regulations of the Patent Office. In such cases the
usual expense of filing an application is increased at the rate of $5.00 to $15.00
for each additional sheet of drawing required, according to the amount of work
required on each sheet.

My experience teaches me that it is money well spent to show every detail
of an invention by large, clear, well executed drawings. By this means I facili-
tate examination in the Patent Office, and invariably secure the most satisfac-
tory results in the shortest period of time.

THE CLAIMS

The claim is the gist and soul of the patent. It must contain a summary of
what is shown in the drawings ar. J described in the specification, but must be
drawn in a concise manner. E^ch claim must be for a complete construction,
and contain sufficient elemenu to make it complete. All superfluous verbiage
must be eliminated and the necessary portion "boiled down" and condensed to
its lowest degree, yet leaving it in such condition that no doubt can be felt as to
what is meant. The claim should.not contain any element, except that which
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belongs explicitly to the invention, as adding of a uselesi element tends to
weaken instead of strengthen the claim.

Like the specification to prepare a claim requires a knowledge of the rela-

tive legal weight of the elements composing it, but unlike the specification, the
claim must be presented in a concise manner, stating the meaning and substance
of the specification, but in terms of the shortest and most definite character.

It may prove interesting to inventors to know that claims containing the
least number of elements and having few or no qualifying adjuncts, are the
broadest ones; and that such qualifying adjunct and each added element lessens

and limits the value of the claim in a corresponding ratio.

In preparing claims, it is my object to present them in a perfect legal form
and with a breadth commensurate with what I think the inventor is entitled
to. It sometimes happens that I am unable to obtain such claims, but the
citations of the Examiner enable me to present amendments which will relieve

the claim from opposition on the part of the Examiner and also prevent any
chance of being held invalid in the Courts, as far as such chance can be avoided.

The office of the claim is to define the exact limits of the invention; the
scope of the patent is governed by the claim, see Yale Lock Co. vs. Greenleaf,
35 O. G., 386, and the invention patented is the invention set forth in the claim,
and that only, see Tochey vs. Harding, 1 Fed. Rep. 174; McMillan vs. Rees, 17
O. G. 1222. If the claim does not define the invention the courts can give no
relief, see Del. Coal & Ice Co. vs. Packer, 24 O. G. 1273. . A patent must stand
or fall by its claims, see Meissner vs. Devoe Mfg. Co., 2 O. G. 545; and this is so.

even if the claimed invention be less than the real invention, see Brass Co. vs.

Miller, 5 Fisher 48. When the terms of a claim in a patent are clear and dis-

tinct (as they always should be), the patentee, in a suit brought upon the patent
is bound by it, and cannot show that the invention is broader than the terms of
the claims, see Merrill v. Yeamans, 12 O. G. 980. The court will not go into
the history of the art, see James vs. Campbell, 21 O. G., 337; nor enlarge the
claim by the description, see Yale Lock Co. vs. Greenleaf, 35 O. G. 386. Failure
to claim described matter dedicates it to the jjublic, see Swift vs. Jencks. 27
O. G. 621.

A claim must be for an operative means, see ei parte Connelly, 1 O. G.
573; and be for matter so described that anyone skilled in the art can use it, see
X'ogler vs. Semple, 11 O. G. 923. It must state a concrete invention, not an
abstraction, see ex parte Designolle, 13 O. G. 65. General truths and forces
belong to all men and cannot be claimed, see opinion Atty. Gen. 8 Op., At.
Gen. 269.

But one invention can be embraced in a single claim, see ex parte Bland,
15 O. G. 775.

The claim must precisely define the thing invented, see ex parte Mayall,
4 O. G. 210; and distinguish the invention claimed from all known inventions,
see ex parte Funck, 14 O. G. 158; Terry Clock Co. vs. New Haven Clock Co.,
17 O. G. 908; and must correspond with the specification, see Knox vs. Quick-
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silver M. Co., 4 Fed. Rep. 809. Every element claimed must be clearly stated,
not merely inferred, see ex parte Holt, 29 O. G. 101; and such indefinite ex-
pressions as "means," "mechanism," etc., should not be used except to denote
appliances that are not essential parts of the invention, see ex parte Stoughton,
43 O. G. 1345.

A claim covers all equivalents, see Burdon vs. Corning, 2 Fisher, 477; even
though the inventor never thought of them, see McNamara vs. Hulse, 2 Web,
128; and equivalents should not be expressly claimed, see ex parte Reid, 15
O. G. 882.

A claim for a function is void, see Matthews vs. Schoneberger, 18 O. G.
1464; and participial claims are improper, see ex parte Cox, 3 O. G. 2; nor can
the claim be for a mere result or effect. A claim of the "mode of operation" is

void, see Hatch v. Moffat, 15 Fed. Rep. 252. The claim should be drawn to
cover the construction of a machine or apparatus , not its mode of operation, or
the result produced.

Alternative claims are not allowable, see ex parte Holt, 29 O. G. 171.

While claims for t 'ame thing may be repeated in different language in
order to prevent misunderstanding, see ex parte Hahn, 8 O. G., 597, the claims
should not be unnecessarily multiplied.

Claims for separate but dependent inventions may be joined in a single
application, see ex parte Smith, 2 O. G. 117; but separate and distinct inven-
tions, capable of separate use, cannot be so claimed.

The claim for combination of elements must embrace specifically all of the
essential elements necessary to produce a distinct and operative combination,
see ex parte Rhentan, 5 O. G. 521 ; it should not include non-essential elemenU
see Rapid Service Store R. R. Co. vs. Taylor, 42 O. G. 721; nor the connecting
mechanism unless it is an element in the tombination or is essential to the
comprehension of what is claimed, see ex parte Skinner, 19 O. G. 662. A claim
for an inoperative combination is void, see Torrant vs. Duluth Lumber Co., 39
O. G. 1425. Each of the elements and sub-combinations, if new and patentable,
may be separately claimed, as well as the combination of a whole, see Stevens
vs. Pritchard, 10 O. G. 505; Bank vs. Snediker, 17 O. G. 508.

The claim for an art or process should enumerate each of the acts or steps
of the process in the order in which they are employed ; and in such a manner
as to identify them with the acts or steps set forth in the specification (see Rob-
inson on patent J529), and each step of a process, if a true sub-process, may also
be separately claimed, see ex parte Wilson 16 O. G. 95. A general claim for a
process covers all ways of performing it, see Tilghman vs. Proctor, 19 O. G. 859.
It does not, however, necessarily cover the product, see Goodyear vs. Wait, 5,

Blatch, 468; and does not protect the product if the product can be made in any
other way, see Goodyear vs. Railroad, 1 Fisher, 626. Mere mechanical pro-
cesses are not patentable, see Medart vs. Risdon Iron Works. 71 O. G. 751.

The claim for a machine must be drawn to cover a specifc piece of mecha-
nism or apparatus; it must not be drawn so as to claim a mode of operation, a
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principle, an idea, a means of producing an effect or an effect produced, ^ee Bu
vs. Buryea, 1 Wall, 531. If the invention does not embrai.. an entire machine,
the parts invented must be distinctly claimed, see Seymour vs. Osborne, 11
Wall, 516. Each subordinate mechanism may be separately claimed, even
though not useful by itself, see Wells vs. Jacques, 5. O. G. 364. The claim for
composition of matter should set forth its elements, the mode of combination,
and the essential qualities of the resulting compound, see ei parte Williams,
10 O. G. 748. A composition of matter requires but a single claim, ses ez part*
Wheat. 16 O. G. 360.

The claim for a manufacture should set forth the essential qualities and the
mode of making it, see U. S. Nickel Co. vs. Pendleton, 24 O. G. 704. A manu-
facture must be claimed as a new product and independently of the process of
making it, see ex parte Mayall, 4. O. G. 210.

The claim for an improvement upon a krtown art or machine must clearly
state the exact improvement made, see ex parte McMurray, 8. O G., 943; and
must distinguish the new from the old, see Brown vs. Selby, 2 Bissell, 459. It is

not sufficient that persons skilled in the art can distinguish the improvement
from the original invention, the claim itself must show it, see Foxwell vs.
Bostock, 10 L. T. Rep. N. S. 144.

Claims must be either generic or specific. A patent claiming the genus,
dominates all subsequent patents claiming only the species, see ex parte Ewart.
1 7 O. G. 448. Generic claims do not cover functions results or effects see ex
parte Beairs. 16 O. G. 1233. An inventor of a species before anyone else
invents the genus, or any other species, may claim the genus, see ex parte
Gardner, 17 O. G. 626; but no patent with generic claims can be granted after
one with a species, see ex parte Upton, 27 O. G. 99.

Patents for inventions are treated as a just reward to ingenious men, and as
highly beneficial to the public. Specifications are, therefore, clearly entitled to
a liberal construction, since they are granted, not as restrictions upon the righu
of the community, but "to promote science and useful arts." Blanchard vs.
Sprague, 2 Storey, 164. Under the fair application of the rule "ut res magis
valeat quam "»reat," patents are, if practicable, to be interpreted so as to
uphold and n. . destroy the right of the inventor, see Turrill vs. Railroad Com-
pany, 1 Wall, 491.

A claim cannot be dissected and accepted or rejected piecemeal, but must
sUnd or fall together, see ex parte Smith, 1 O. G. 403. A claim may be valid
for what it claims, though it does not claim the full invention, see Wilson vs.
Coon, 19 O. G. 482; but a claim exceeding the limits of the actual invention is

void, see Milligan vs. Lalance & Grosjean Mfg. Co., 29 O. G., 367.

When several claims are present in the specification, the presence of a void
claim does not affect those which are good, unless there is an evident intention
to mislead the public, or an unreasonable del,Ty in filine a disclaimer, see Tyler
vs. Galloway, 22 O. G. 2072; Christiman vs. Rumsey, 17 O. G. 903; Burdett vs.
Estey, IS O. G. 877.
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HOW TO OBTAIN PATENTS
Anyone having a device which he wishes protected by patent, should send

n-.e a comprehensive sketch, photograph, drawing, or model, together with a
description. He should describe his invention in his own way and not endeavor
to follow set forms. If the invention be complicated he should designate the
operative parts in the sketch, drawing or photograph or model, by letters or
numerals and refer to them in the same way in his description. The more
complete the sketch the better I will be able to understand the invention.

A model is not required by the Patent Office, but it will often enable me to
arrive at a clear understanding of a complicated invention in the shortest possible
time. It is also useful in illustrating an invention. It need not be a working
model. If an inventor has a model it would be best to send it to me by express
or mail prepaid. Inventors should take special care to mark their models
plainly with their names and addresses in order that I may Identify
them.

He should mention the countries in which he desires to secure patents and
remit the advance fee (see page 3). (t) On receipt of this remittance and a
description and drawing, or model (a search not being desired by the applicant)

;

I promptly prepare the application papers, and forward them to the inventor
for approval and execution

.

If the papers are satisfactory, they should be formally executed and returned
to mc without delay. The balance of my fee should accompany the executed
papers.

The cost of preparing and filing an application for patent is stated in the
schedule of charges, see page 3, but this fee is only based on a simple applica-
tion containing one sheet of Patent Office drawings and one thousand words
of description in the specification. For each additional sheet of drawing
an extra charge is made, see rage 21, and for each additional one hundred
words of description over the original one thousand o* description a fee of

$1.00 is charged. This minimum fee covers the complete preparation of the
application papers such as the petition, soecification, claims, oaths and one
sheet of drawing, but it does not include, any oppositions, interferences, prosecu-
tions or appeals.

SENDING ENGINEER TO FACTORY, SHOP, etc.

I am often called to prepare large cases requiring many sheets of drawings,
suc'.j cases requiring the presence of my draughtsman at a mill or shop, in order
to make the drawings from the machine itself; and in this class of cases I make
an extra charge to cover the time of the draughtsman and his travelling expenses.

t This sum is always required as a guarantee of good faith and is kept as
an account on my fee in cases where applicants change their mind after the
order is given, and decide not to file their application.
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Don't Delay.—Inventors shoulij file applications for Letters Patent
without delay. Patents are awarded to the first inventor, and he is the first
inventor who first conceives the idea, puts it into practical form and promptly
declares his claim to it.

PATENT APPLIED FOR
The above brand is often found on articles sold on the market, and all

applicants for a patent have a right to use it if they wish to engage in the sale of
their invention while the application is pending. While I always advise my
clients to defer taking any step to introduce their inventions till the patent is

secured, because of the danger of giving an advantage to unscrupulous persons,
there are certain inventors who seem content to take such risks, and to such I

would say: Be sure and put "Patent Pending" or "Patent Applied For" on
your invention before introducing it to the market.

The extensive manufacture and disclosure of your invention, while the
application is pending, is likely to cause you to lose the right of obtaining
foreign patents thereon, as some one. seeing your invention on the market, may
proceed to patent it in foreign countries; for under the practice of some of the
countries in Europe, the first appUcant, whether the inventor or not. is entitled
to the patent. Vou will have plenty of time, after the patent is formally issued,
in which to have samples of the invention made and the invention introduced,
and you can do so then with perfect safety.

TIME REQUIRED TO OTAIN A PATENT
It is quite impossible to give the exact time required to secure the allowance

of a patent. It depends on the amount of work in the division of the Patent
Office to which the application is referred. There are many divisions, and they
are more or less in arrears with their work. Very seldom a patent is granted
under three months after the application is placed.

I am very prompt with the preparation of the requisite papers and drawings

.

Every case is filed at the earliest moment, and is carefully watched until the
patent is secured.

COURSE AND TREATMENT OF AN APPLICATION IN THE PATENT
OFFICE

When an application is received at the Patent Office, it is first inspected to
determine if it is complete, and, if so, it is given a serial number and filini? date
after which it is sent to that division conuining inventions to which the subject-
matter set forth in the application relates, where it is placed on file in the order
of its receipt, awaiting its regular turn for action.

Owmg to the many divisions in the Patent Office, and so different the
amount and nature of the work in each, it is impossible for anyone to tell a
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client exactly when his rase will be acted upon after filing; (or the time may be
anywhere from three to six months, or more.

When the case is reached by the Examiner in charge thereof, an examina-
tion is made of the formal portions of the application, to see if there are any
informalities in the preparation of the same. If any informalities are found,
they form the basis of the first action.

The application being in proper form to be considered on its merits, an
examination is made of patents already issued in this and other countries, or
prior printed publications, caveats, and other pending applications, to ascertain
whether or not the claims are allowable or whether they should be rejected in
whole or in part in view of the prior state of the art. the decision being embodied
in an of!icial communication which is sent to the solicitor having charge of the
application.

An experienced attorney who desires to obtain for his client all to which he
is entitled, has often a difficult task to perform upon receiving a rejection of the
application; foi such rejection may be for lack of invention, generally speaking,
for anticipation by existing patents or printed publications, or possibly because
the case is not thoroughly understood by the official making the examination.

It is then the duty of the attorney to examine carefully all the reasons which
are urged against the granting of the application, to judge of the value of such
objections, and to prepare such an amendement, if deemed necessary, as shall

overcome such objections, submitting with the same such argument, as may be
advisable.

After an amendement the application is again considered by the Examiner,
who may again reject it in whole or in part, applicant's attorney, after each
action, being entitled to again amend or present new arguments in behalf of

applicant's position.

When the objections raised by the Examiner have been overcome by argu-
ment or amendment, the application is allowed.

In the United States Patent Office, after the same claims have been a second
time or finally rejected upon the same references, an appeal may be taken from
a decision of i.he Examiner to the Board of Examiuers-in-chief. from whose
decision an appeal lies to the Commissioner of Patents, and a further appeal
lies from the Commissioner to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

I have found that a careful preparation of the application in the first

instance, followed by painstaking and carefully studied amendments, will usually
obtain for the inventor all that he is justly entitled to without recourse to an
appeal with if- extra expense.

In some cases, however, applicant may be clearly entitled to the claims
which the Examiner refuses.

In such instances, I prepare and prosecute necessary appeals.

My fee covers the preparation and filing of the application, and the
adjustment of technical difficulties that may arise in the Patent Office, but not
the prosecution of an application rejected on prior patents or other anticipations.
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UNITED STATES PATENTS
The Act of 1790 created the United States Patent System; and up to the

present time about 1,300.000 intents have been issued by the United States
Patent Office to inventors residing throughout th- world. The total numbei of
patents granted in countries outside the United States numbers in all about

WHAT PATENTS ARE GRANTED FOR
Patents are granted for a terra of seventeen years on any new and useful

art or process; machine; manufacture; composition of matter; or a new and
useful improvement of any of these. Provided the art. machine, manufacture,
composition of matter, or improvement was not known nor used by others; and
has not been patented or described in any printed publication in this or any
foreign country, before the applicant's invention or discovery thereof; and has
not been in public use or on sale in the United States for more than two years
prior to the application for patent.

^
A United States patent will not be granted to an inventor who has obtained

a foreign patent, unless HU U. S. application be made within twelve
montha of the date of fillnft his foreign application.

Independent separate inventions cannot be included in one patent.

To properly secure protection on a machine and its product, two patents
are required, one for the machine, the other for the product.

In filing an applicaUon for patent the same must be accompanied by a
Government fee of $15.00. The application is then taken up for action and if
found allowable, a formal notice of allowance is received stating that you have
within six months from the date of this notice of allowance to pay the final
Government fte of $20.00. This final Government fee covers the printing of
your official Letters Patent so that copies of your patent can be obtained by any
one for the sum 5c.

FORFEITURE AND RENEWAL

If the final Government fee of $20.00 is not paid into the Patent Office
within jix months following date of allowance of patent, the application forfeits,
subject to petition for renewal, and such petition may be filed at any time within
two years from the date of origin.Tl all'. , ance of paten. The law provides that
the final Government fee for issue of patent may be paid at any time within six
months from date of reallowance. If a case forfeits a second time, or even a
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third time, petition for renewal may be filed provided not more than two years
have elapsed counting from original date of allowance. Upon filing of petition
for renewal a Government fee of $15.00 muit be paid, and my fee it $10.00 for
preparation, filing and proaecution. except that if new ciution* are made by
the Patent Office. <w daimf originally allowed are rejected on any ground

"!j!f"*""''
P™'^"«">'' * re-protecution of the application for patent, an

additional charge consiitent with the amount of extra tervice involved, it of
course rendered necettary. However, renewal cases in which necessity for such
extra charge arites are not usual.

DIVISION

If the Patent Oifice requires division in your case it means that the official
Examiner in charge thereof holds that your application embodies more than one
invention. The law contemplates that but one invention shall be covered in one
patent.

I cannot undertake to here make plain the full technical reasons for division'
It IS sufficient to say that the requirement arises if different elements of the
structure of the invention are examinable in different Examining Divitions of
the Patent Office, as but one examination as to patentable novelty will be made
for one fihng fee.

Another ground for division may be based upon a rul...g of the Examiner to
the effect that two or more elements of the structural combination are not
dependent one upon the other for successful operation. For instance: as3ume
that your invention is a vehicle running gear. The brake mechanism may be
such li would operate s..,-ct3sfully without regard to the form of spindle, reach,
or fifth-wheel shown; and the same may be true as to the independent use of
each of the other elements. In such cases three divisional applications would
have to be filed in order to claim patentable novelty for each of said elements
regardless of the fact that it ukes all or the majority of the elements to make a
complete running gear.

It is not by any means always possible to forecast official rulings on division,
but If m any instance I can, I advise the inventor accordingly so that separate
applications may be filed at the outstart. thereby avoiding the delay that would
otherwise occur in the prosecution; but unless the prospect of division is un-
mistakable. I advise the filing of one case at the outstart so that official ruling
clearly defining the lines of division, may be had.

Requirements for division may seem burdensome, yet it is reasonable to
assume that if an invention has a ran^je of novelty broad enough to support more
than one patent, a correspondingly greater degree of profit should be derived by
the inventor. In other words, several patents should bring him more money
tnan one. Moreover, it is unquesii<.n.ih!y true that the cost of taking out
several patenu is trifling compared with the returns to be expected from a good
invention, properly and completely patented. Divisional applications of
course, require fees independently of the original application, and my quotation
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of coat of patent in any original case is manifestly for one patent only, and does
not extend to cover any expenses incidental to divisional applications. A
divisional application usually costs less than an original application.

I always notify the inventor when division is required, so that he may tell

me which one of the inventions he desires retained in the original application.
He can at the same time order me to proceed with the divisional application or
applications, or this may be deferred until after the prosecution of the original
case is terminated. It is best, however, to file divisional application or applica-
tions as t>arly as possible, and particularly during the pendency of the original
case so as to get the benefit of the filing date thereof.

In all cases where the E.xaminer rules that division shall be made, I

strenuously argue against the requirement if there is any ground for argument.

UNSATISFACTORY PENDING CASES

If you have on file in the Patent Office an application tliat is not progressing
satisfactorily, you should have me make an investigation. As a result, I will

'

give you a full and true report. If I find the case in proper condition, I report
to you accordingly. On the other hand, of in my opinion the application had
not been properly prepared, or is not being properly prosecuted, I so indicate,
and at the same time state to you what my fee will be to take charge of the case,
put it in proper condition, and complete its pioiecution to a final decision. In
order to make the investigation it is necessar\- for you to sign a Power to Inspect
(which I prepare and forward you without charge), and return same to me with
fee of SIO.OO, which is my fee for making such investigation.

INTERFERENCES

United States.—An interference is a proceeding instituted for the purpose
of determining the question of priority of invention between two or more parties
claiming substantially the same imtentabie invention. The fact that one of the
parties has already obtained a patent will not prevent an interference, for
although the Commissioner has no power to cancel a patent, he may grant
another patent for the same invention to a person who proves to be the prior
inventor.

After the declaration of interference, each party is required to file pre-
liminary statement, which must be sworn to, setting out when he first conceived
the invention; first disclosed it to others; first made a drawing or model, and
first made a practical test. The testimony of witnesses should be taken to
thoroughly cover these points. Each party is bound by the averments con-
tained in his preliminary statement and cannot prove the date of invention to
be prior to that set out therein. The case is argued by counsel and decided by
the Patent Office on the argument and evidence submitted. The patent is

awardi'd to the first inventor.

I desire to call special attention to a peculiarity in the decisions ot the
United States Patent Office in interference cases which should be borne in mind
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by tny clients, many of whom reside in Canada and countries foreign to the

United States. In interferences between two or more applications .rriding in

the United States Patent Office between applicants, one of w'. tm i-j ^ vi"<iJ(;f;»

of the United States and one a resident of a foreign country, f e resident of the

United States may prove reduction to practice before the .'A- ;i filing lis

United States application and obtain the benefit of such eari:;r aate, but the

foreign inventor is limited to the date of filing his United Stoiej uppiL; :if'!i

"The filing of a complete application is a constructive reduction to practice."

(Croskey vs. Atterbury Comrs. Decisions 1896, p. 437).

" In the case of an invention made in the United States, the date of con-

ception may be carried back to the instant when the inventor can be shown to

have first clearly apprehended his idea o'f means; in the foreign invention

only to the moment when some person to whom the conception was familiar

came within the area of the United States. Where both inventive acts have

been performed abroad and neither has been patented, the date of the first

application in the United States is held to fix the date of first canception; while

if one has been patented, the other not, the former has priority; and if both

have been patented the date of the first patent is the date of first conception.

In all these cases, however, the definition and requisite of the conception re-

main the same." That is, the mental part of the inventive act must be

complete. Robinson on patents. Section 382. "The date of a foreign invention

cannot be earlier than the knowledge of the invention by samples or other-

wise in the United States." Hovey vs. Hofeland 2. O. G. 493.

Therefore it is important, if my clients are working upon inventions which

they intend to patent in the United States, that they file their United States

applications at as early a date as possible, so that they may obtain the benefit of

such earlier filing date in the event of a possible interference.

I call attention to this matter, not that interferences are frequent, but

that I may fully inform those who are interested as to the law covering such

cases when they arise.

In my experience, very few of my applications are ever placed in inter-

ference with applications filed by others, and in ordinary cases my clients need

have but little fear of interference proceedings being instituted. The law on the

subject, however, is interesting as applied by the United States Patent Office and
Courts, and a knowledge of these decisions may be valuable to my clients.

Experienced counsel is required for the successful conduct of interference

cases, as great skill and experience is necessary. Too much care cannot be

taken in the preparation of the papers and in th" handling of the case from its

inception to its termination.

I cannot state with certainty the charges and expenses in interference

cases, as they vary with each case.
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APPEALS
United States.— If the Patent Office Examiner refuses to allow a patent,

three distinct appeals are made available to the applicant, namely:

—

First—An appeal from the Primary Examiner to the Board of Examiners-
in-chief, which is a tribunal composed of five experienced Examiners. This
tribunal carefully reviews the record of the application, and either affirms or

reverses the decision of the Primary Examiner.

Second—In the event of an adverse decision of the Board of Examiners-in-
chief, appeal may be taken to the Commissioner of Patents in person.

Third—From the adverse decision of the Commissioner of Patents, an
appeal may be taken to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia. The
expense of this last appeal is considerable.

PERPETUAL MOTION
On machines which involve the perpetual-motion fallacy, the Patent Office

has for a number of years consistently refused to grant patents. I am in thor-

ough accord with this practice, as neither I or the Patent Office can be con-
vinced from a drawing, or non-working machine, that perpetual motjon is any-
thing but a theorj-.

All machines or apparatus purporting to create their own energy from the

power expended, whereby the same will run "until stopped oi broken," as sonic

inventors express it, are classed as perpetual-motion inventions, and the Patent
Office Examiner will not even consider an application for patent based on such
a theory without a working machine. Consequently, I strenuously advise

inventors of such machines not to file applications for patents until they have
first demonstrated the invention by a full-sized working machine.
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CANADA

/

Up to the present time the Canadian Patent Office has granted over 190.000
patents to inventors residing throughout the world, and about 70% of "the
patents issued in recent years 'lave been granted to citizens of th? United Sutes.

During the year of J9H. 7042 patents were granted by tlie United States
Patent Office to inventors i. siding in the Dominion of Canada.

NOTES ON PATENT LAW

WHO MAY BE PATENTEE.-The actual and true inventor, his assigns
or his legal representatives. Joint inventors may obtain a joint patent. The
patent may be issued to the inventor alone, or to the inventor and his assignees,
or to his assignees alone, but the inventor must sign the papers in all cases, if he
be alive. If the inventor be dead, his assignee or legal representative may sign,
stating in the oath that he believes that the inventor was the true and first in-
ventor.

PATENTS, KIND AND TERM.-Patents of Invention are granted for
eighteen years, subject to the payment of prescribed fees and proper working
of the invention. Extensions can only be obtained by special legislative act.
Caveats may be filed by any intending applicant for a patent who has not yet
perfected his invention, and the same will remain in force for one year.

NOVELTY. EFFECT OF PRIOR PATENT OR PUBLICATION —
To obtain a valid patent, the application must be filed before the invention has
been in public use or on sale anywhere, with the consent or allowance of the
inventor thereof, for more than one year, and in case a foreign patent for the
same in (mention exists, before the expiration of twelve months from the date of
such foreign patent. Section 17 of the law empowers the Commissioner of
Patents to object to the grant of a patent for an invention which has been de-
scnbeu in a book or other printed publication before the date of the application,
or that is otherwise in possession of the public.

ARBITRATION.—In Canada the question of priority of invention Is
decided by arbitration or by the Exchequer Court. If by arbitration, the
partief thereto share the costs; if by the Exchequer Court, the loser generally
pays the costs.

APPEALS.—When an Examiner •-'uses to allow a patent, the applicantmay appeal to the Commissioner (generally represented by his Deputy), and if
the Commissioner also refuses, may further appeal to the Exchequer Court.
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The cost of this appeal varies with the circumstances of each case- tneminimum charge being $100.00. '
'"*

TAXES.-.\ fee of $20.00 must be paid to the Patent Office upon filini.the application, a second tax of $20.00 is payable before the expiraUon of h!sixth year of the life of the patent, and a further tax of $20.^ be ore the»x^.r

My charge for attenling to all formalities in connection with the payment

ZZ:%T"' ''"" '-'
'' ''''• '"' "-'' --'^'^ -<> ">'''' term'tsTplM

::J:Sb:t=s-r-ss=rfi=
.on dw,l„8 ,0» 1, „a, obtain It. o, c«„ I, .i "„d,T !,,„ ,

' °"'

Canada. This term of two years may. in special cases, be extended unon

tTon of t'h"'."
"' ""'' '' "^•'^ ""' """'^ *''^" '»>-^ -onthstforl the expfr"tion of the two-year period. ...d must contain a statement under oath of th^reasons upon which the application is based.

^
It is considered by good authorities that the actual and r«nfi„,.

I correspond with manufacturers, agents etc in<wTt f i,« „ .i _.

ment in French and English newspaperTa^d LTh i^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^
contaimiig the advertisement for a sum of $35.00.

'^ '^

EXTENSION OF TIME TO MANirirAf~riTi»ir t

When it has been impossible forThe ow^thfp^en;!^!^'' °"'
"t"

'

two years, it is possible to obtain an extension of^m^iLrnriri^r''""

orally
"""" """'' ''' '"''" '"'°''^ '""^ Commissioner by petition and argued

fewofTh™ :srnrar;;":teV"
''-'' °'

''- •^'^''°" -^ --'^«^- ^-^^

wor^tvotTaid 1"^:^ tt'L^s"
°^ ""^^ ^^^""^ *° '''^ ^^^ -««

COMPULSORY LICENSE SYSTEM.-The proprietor of a Canadian

^ommi^r'^"
"'? p

'" """'"^ ''"'" "^^'^ °^ -«^- ^PP'y ^-- ord!r from he

oatTnZ " 1-
"''"!'• ''"'""« """ °' '''^ °^««^*'°" to manufacture heP^emed invention, and subjecting him instead to conditions of Compuls^Jy

Licen'^i'isi'a^'"
'"""'"'• '""'' ""'* P-«cuting a petition for a CompuI«>ry
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MARKING PATENTED ARTICLES.-Patented articles must be marked
or stamped with the words •' Patented" together with the year of the date of the
patent; as, for instance, "Patented J919," as the case may be.

IMPORTATION OF PATENTED ARTICLES.-If the patentee or hi,
assigns, or his or their representatives, after the expirati' • of twelve months
from the grant of the patent (or any authorized extension of this time), im-
POits the invention or causes the same to be imported in to Canada, the
patent will become void as to the interest of the person or persons so causing
the invention to be imported. The term for importing may, in e*:eptional cases.
be extended for a fuither period of one year, by making proper application.

My Fee for preparing, filing and prosecuting a petition for an extension of
time to import, is $35.00 or more, according to the time and work involved.

The cost of preparing and filing an application for patents in Canada is
stated in the schedule of charges, see page 3, but this fee is only based on a
simple application containing but one sheet of Patent Office drawings, and one
thousand words of description in the specification. For each additional sheet
of drawing an extra charge is made, see page 29, and for each additional one
hundred words of description over the original one thousand words of descrip-
tion a fee of $1.00 is charged. This minimum fee covers the complete prepara-
tion of the application papers such as the petition, specification, claims, oaths
and one sheet of drawing, but it does not include any oppositions, inter-
ferences, prosecutions or appeals.

CAVEATS
CANADA.—A caveat is a notice to the Patent Office of the applicant's

claim as inventor in order to prevent the grant of a patent to another person for
the same invention without notice to the caveator. It comprises a specification
oath, and when the nature of the case will admit, a drawing. It must be
limited to a single invention or improvement. Canadian caveats are granted
to citizens or subjects of any country.

Whenever an inventor has conceived a general idea of an invention or im-
provement but requires time to perfect and mature the device or to complete its
details, he should file a caveat to insure protection. Caveats are kept in the
secret archives of the Patent Office, and afford protecUon for one year They
may be renewed at the end of the year for an additional year, and so on A
renewal fee must be paid in each instance. After a caveat has expired, if not
renewed, it loses its protective effect.

The same exactness of description is not required in a caveat as in an
application for patent, but the caveat must set forth with sufficient precision
the object of the invention and its distinguishing characteristics.

The caveat docs not enable the Inventor to prevent other parties
maklnft, uslnft. or selUnft the invention (a patent alone does thU). and
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the fees paid thereon will not be applied as part fees for the subsequent
application for patent.

Caveats are not assignable, but the inventions covered by them may be
assign) d.

ASSIGNMENTS, Etc.

An inventor may have the Patent for his invention issued jointly to himself
and another party or parties, or solely to such other party or parties, by execu-
ting and registering in the Patent Office, before the issue of the Patent, a suitable
assignment.

Care is required in the preparation of assignments of Patents, especially as
some of the published forms are seriously defective.

Assignments, special agreements, licenses and other such documents require
special knowledge and care in their preparation, and many inventors and
licensees have found themselves deprived of their rights through carelessness in
not seeing that such papers must be drawn up by competent practitioners.

All assignments made after the issue of a Patent should be promptly
registered by the assignee in the Patent Office, so as to avoid any trouble through
prior registration of a subsequent assignment.

My charge for preparing and registering an ordinary assignment is $5.00.

ROYALTIES AND LICENSES

Royalty means a certain sum of money paid for the privilege of manufac-
turing or producing an article protected by a patent or copyright. The usual
plan is to pay a designated amount on each article or number or articles made.

Under what are usually called "licenses" a like privilege in a particular
town, city, country, or state, is granted in consideration of a definite sum.
Licenses should be written or printed and properly signed. The words royalty
and license are frequently used to indicate the same thing.

Granting the right to manufacture or produce on royalty is frequently
preferred to the outright sale of a patent, as it usually brings in a constant and
increasing revenue. My charge for preparing royalty deeds and licenses is
generally *2S.OO.

a
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opposnioN
REJECTED CASES (Canada and United States);

The law upon the s bject of patenting invrntions L noi alvi-ays liberally

construed; and the technical rules thereunder evolved and applied by the

scrutinizing officials of the Patent Office—i.ach in his own interpretation—are

usually strict and, sometimes, harsh; and tlie actions of the Office under these

rules are, of necessity—on account of the great press of work—of the shortest

and most decisive character, and ara often utterly incomprehensible to the

applicant, in whose mind the deciding official is pictured as a man whose time

is unlimited, whose patience is inexhaustible, and whose learning, wisdom and
sound judgment are not to be questioned.

Inventors are usually modest; and often would hesitate to bring their

devices to the notice of the Patent Office were it not that they are spurred on by
their friends. When, therefore, an official letter is received stating, curtly, that

the invention claimed is anticipated by the patents of "Brown" and "Smith"
in view of the patent to "Jones," and that the application is therefore rejected

and a patent refused,—the applicant is apt to say to himself, "That settles it.

I^thought my invention was a good thing, and new and worthy of a patent; but
if the Commissioner writes in that way about it, of course, I shall give it up."

But suppose the applicant has some curiosity; or has received encourage-

ment from some one who knows of his invention; and, after examining the

grounds of rejection, finds that his machine is shown in no one of the patents

referred to, and writes to the office to that effect. If, in reply, he should get a
letter stating that "Smith shows a wheel like his, and Br n a receptacle,"

which, taken in view of the levers shown in Jones' patent, form "a full anticipa-

tion of his supposed invention; that while it is true, a difference exists, it is

colorable only, is within the province of the mechanic, and does not rise to the

dignity of invention, and that his application is, therefore, a second time

rejected."—would it not be natural for him to feel very small, and utterly

quenched, by this dictum of the great Patent Office?

Official actions of this character are quite common, and difficult to handle.

The law, as construed in the courts, and exhaustively discussed in cases

laid open in full view of the state of the art, does not authorize the Office to

Rrant a patent on a device because it ia novel. The judicial requirement is, that

the device must have been invented—that is, must possess invention. One
of the most useful articles ever put on the market is the rubber-tipped lead

p-ncil, and yet the patent for it, on suit in court, was declared of no force

—
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because, there wa. no Invention in tii« device. Consid. rinK the uscfulnc,and success oi tins meritorious conjunction, it is not impossible to believe that
If court could deode on the validity of the patent, it would reverse the forme

r?!?,"'
^"'- ""'""""^'^'y- "'^ '^o"" was of last resort, and the decision

ri mams. and talces .ts share in Kuiding the officials of the Patent Office in theirwork upon new applications-each examiner applying the precedent as hi.mental equipment may dictate.

And the office holds that before a patent can be granted upon an invention
It must apiK-ar to be -sufficiently useful and important." as required by the
statute. SS-Uo u the judge of this? The examiner alone decides it-each forhimsel -and as there are numerous examiners, each having his own special
class of .nventions, u is obvious that theamount of "usefulness and importance-
required .n different cases will vary as widely as the mental characteristics ofthe examiners themselves.

n.ten?' ?r.'""K
°' ?°".'''' """" '' ^'"''^"' °f "i«"°"« Of applications forpatent. It has been deeded by high authority that "a new application of anUd device can be pronounced 'a double use' only when it is used in substantially

the same way, or with no modification which requires more than ordinary slcili"and that when adaptation is required to secure the new result, invention i,presumed; and the new organization may be patented." Where is the judgewho decides whether the modification requires more than H„ary skill orwhether there is or is not adaptation? These questions are d i i„ the mind
of the exammer-technicaliy well versed in the state of the a... but as a rulewithout practical experience to any extent in the line whereon his decision i^

T^t ,J
P"""^'"" °' mechanical skill varies in its scope with each examiner;and It often vanes in the same examiner, with reference to inventions in different

arts under his division in the Patent Office. "Adaptation"-often the main
feature of invention-may receive but little consideration, until its bearing isforcibly pointed out by some one skilled in the art.

Mr. Justice Blatchford. one of the most able jurists, who has had very ex-ended experience in patent cases. ^.- this: "There is scarcely a patent grantedthat does not involve the application of an old thing to a new use; and that does

X'ZtT "^r* l^^ ^M"^"'^*^
^«ything else, but the merit consists in beingthe first to make the application, and the first to show how it can be made, andthe first to show that there is utility in making it."

It is commonly supposed that a simple device is easily patented. It will bereadily seen that it is an erroneous idea. It is very difficult to see Inventionma simple solution of a difficulty, after the plan of solution has been pointed
out. A complicated solution requires study, and therefore appears more merit-
orious, whereas the contrary is true, and it should be so recognized.

wh^l^^'l'-'^'*!^''""^''
"^^ ^^'^ '"^™^°' '" prosecuting his application as towhether his claim presents a trv.e combination which is patenuble a, aninvention, or is merely an aftgregation, involving good judgment.

A combination has been defined to be "a union, in one thing, of several
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elements." An aftftreflatlon h "an asDemblage of part* which have no mutual

operation upon each other." The former, if novel, is usually held to bf

patentable, while a claim to the latter is not regarded, under the >. :sent

practice, as patentable.

So, also, a claim may be regarded as being, technically, "functional," or

it may be "vague," or the drawings may be "insufficient" or incorrect. Very

often neither the inventor nor his attorney can understand drawings, and they

rely upon the work of an ordinary draughtsman who has no idea of the matter

further than to follow (often incorrectly) a crude model or sketch. When such

a draw'.ig comes before an otficial examiner, it may be readily seen tluit there

will be "insufficiency" found somewhere. The Patent Examiner studies over

the device and finally concludi-s that, a* drawn, "the thing won't work." The
inventor knowa tliat the thing itself will work. The attorney, if no engineer,

may be divided in opinion; and for the diaughtsman himself, he knows nothing

about it whatever.

These and many other difficulties, especially those mentioned on pages 28

to 32, must be carefully avoided.

In fact, the technical requirements of the Office are numerous, and many
of them difficult of comprehension by the general public. It is rare than an

inventor can so prepare his specifications and drawings as to meet these require-

ments; and if he should, happily, pass through the reefs of informality, he may
be shipwrecked at last through the operation ^l an unsound claim.

If, therefore, one has made an invention of sound character, and
his application for patent has been rejected or adverselj- received, he
should remember that the Office does not pretend to be infallible, and
that its examiners are overburdened with work. He should, therefore,

have the matter looked into by competent counsel, and he will, as a

rule, obtain all that thii. examiner, in his discretion, upon a proper

showlnft can ftive him.

My charge for replying to the examiner's objections, as above, is $15.00

and up, according to the amount of work involved.

REISSUES
A reissue is granted whenever the original patent is inoperative or invalid

by reason of an insufficient or defective specification, provided the error has

arisen through inadvertence, accident, or mistake, without any fraudulent

intent.

The Supreme Court of the United States has decided that it is now well-

settled law that to warrant new or broaded claims in a reissue, such claims must

not only be indicated in the original appfication, but it must further appear (1)

that they constituted a part of the original invention, and (2) were sought and

intended to be covered or secured by the original patent.

(Corbin Lock Co. vs. Eagle Lock Co., 65 O. G., 1066.)
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This ii in accord with the decision of the Sur>reme Court in Mahn v«.
Hanwood. .«0 O. G.. p. 657, that "the claim actually made oi*rate« in law as a
disclaimer of what is not claimed."

In fact, the tenor of all the recent deciiuong only emphasises more and more
strongly, the necessity of careful and skilful preparation and prosecution of the
original application. Inventors should bear this in mind when th«y are tempted
to employ any attorney whose chief recommendation is that he will do the
work for a low fee. Cheap services are the most costly in the end. Rule 1

7

of the Official Rules of Practice contains the following:

"An applicant is advised to employ a competent attorney, as the value of
patents depends largely upon the skilful preparation of the specification and
claims."

INFRINGEMENTS, ETC.
Infringement, as that word is used in patent litigation, is defined as con-

.-Msting in the UM. sale or manufacture of something already patented, to the
injury of the patentee; and the question of infringement is involved in almost
all such litigation.

The granting of a patent does not insure that the invention corered there-
by can be made without infringing a prior patent, as an improvement may be
novel and therefore entitled to a patent, and still it may be impossible to manu-
facture the improvement without making use of another patented device.

The Patent Office has no jurisdiction in infringement cases. They are
particularly for the Courts. There can be no infringement until the patent
issues, as it is the patent which is infringed and not the invention. Nor can
there be an infringement of an expired patent as the public has the right to
make use of it; nor of an invalid patent.

Before beginning a suit for infringement the complaining party should
have a thorough investigation of the Patent Office records made, and its patents
carefully examined, to ascertain if he can sustain his suit. Expensive and disas-
trous litigation can often be prevented in this way; or, if suit is commenced, it is
with reasonable assurances of success.

Every patentee or manufacturer, before investing in costly machinery,
or buying an extensive plant for the manufacture of a patented article, should
know whether he is liable to be closed up by an injunction and held responsible
in damages at the suit of a prior patentee. And this information can only be
ascertained by an "infringement search" of the Patent Office records. All
analogous prior patents must be examined and carefully considered in relation
to the patent under investigation. This examination should only be made by
experienced and skilful patent solicitors, as fortunes may depend upon their
decision.

I am prepared to make these searches and examinations in a most t». ..ough
manner and to give reliable and trustworthy opinions. My charges are mod-
erate.
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Itly chargr* for infrinRcmrnt and validity s<>arche« are bated on the time

involved and the character of the patent or device in question; uiually at the

rate of $50.00 per day and expentei.

For giving expert testimony in court, preparing briefs, consulting with

lawyers or clients, and services of the same general nature, my charges are the

same as above.

COPIES OF PATENTS

Printed copies of patents are obtainable in due course in the futlowing

countries. A printed copy is issued in each Patent Deed. I obtain and send

copies (number and year being Kiven us), including postage, at the following

rates:

—

Australia $1.00
Hungary 1.00

Sweden 1.00

Norway 1 .00

Denmark 1 .00

United States $0 10

Great Britain SO

France 0.7S

Germany 0. 7.S

Switzerland 0. 7.S

Russia 1.00

In other countries manuscript copies according to length.

(^nadlun Patents are not printed by the Government, and the coat of a
manuscript copy of specification and drawing is eenerally $4.00. Estimates of

cost furnished upon receipt of the number of the patent of which a copy is

desired.

If the patentee's name, the date of the patent, or its number are unknown,
I will, if desired, carefully search for the patent described in the order, but I

must have before me, in making such a search, a print or illustration of the in-

vention. For the time occupied in making this search I generally charge $5.00.

AH payments for copies of patents must be made in advance, as i cannot

send them C. O. D. Much time will be saved if these instructions are carefully

followed.

WHAT IS MY INVENTION WORTH?

This question is often asked by those who mistakenly suppose I am an ex-

pert in commei :ial and industrial matters. The value of an invention can never

be foretold, and a patent attorney should not be asked to answer this question.

I do not give opinions in regard to the value of inventions. I confine my
opinion to questions I am competent to answer—patentability, scope, novelty,

claims, etc. There is no standard for estimating the commercial value of a
patent. No two are alike; no two can be handled alike; the market for no two
is the same, and every invention is necessarily an experiment and an unknown
quantity in the commercial and industrial held. Some things that have come
to my otiices which 1 thought valuable have turned out to be valueless, while

others which appeared trivial have proven, through judicious management, of

great value to the owners. The value of a patent frequently depends more on
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judgment and energy in management than upon the invention itself. This,

however, is true of every species of property. Men may make or lose money on
patents as well as on farms, factories and gold mines.

WARNING TO PATENTEES

No sooner does any person's name appear in print as the patentee of a new
invention, than he receives by mail a shower of letters ana circulars from a gang
of patent knaves. The patentee is invited, if he wants to realize immediately,

say one thousand, two thousand, or ten thousand dollars, to send forward to

the agent a small advance fee. Thus, instead of helping the patentee to

obtain money, they begin by drawing money from him; upon this they live and
flourish. I am often asked if these imposters, who so pressingly and plausibly

claim to be able to sell patents, are reliable, and whether they ever effect sales.

I regret to be obliged to say they are unreliable, and I am unable to learn of

their making any sales. There are about forty thousand new patentees every

year, from many of whom these patent sale agents obtain money under false pre-

tences. They busy themselves in writing letters to inventors and in working
them up to the remitting point, but have no time left for the drudgery of patent-

selling, even if they had any ability in that direction. There is no trickery too

low for some of these persons, and no end to the falsehoods they tell. I do not
sell patents, nor have I connection with any concern that pretends to do *>.

My advice to patentees is: Beware of these fellows, and take upon yourselves

the business of selling.

If the invention is one ot im^rtance in the arts, or of such a nature that its

originality and usefulness are seen at a glance, evidently answering to public

want, the patentees will be able, without much effort, to make advantageous
arrangements for the sale and introduction. Such are quick-selling patents.

With the slow-selling patents the case is different. There is no easy and
royal road to the sale. It requires active effort and constant attention until it is

effected. In general the patentee himself is the best selling agent, for he i»

familiar with the merits of the invention.

To make the merits and importance of the improvement publicly known
oftin effects the sale of the patent. This may be done in various ways: by
advertisements in newspapers, by cards, circulars, pamphlets, etc., or by local

and travelling agents.

Advertising should be done by the patentee, in his own name and address.

He thus makes the invention known to the public, receives the direct benefit of

all replies, and his money does not go into the pockets of swindlers.

I DO NOT BUY OR SELL PATENTS

but confine my business strictly to the subjects mentioned in this pamphlet.
Neither can I procure partners for inventors. The most I can do is to secure

patents according to the terms explained in this pamphlet. By giving my time
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I

exclusively to procuring patents, and to causes in court involving patent law,

I can reasonably claim to do better work than if I had a side speculation in

selling, buying or advertising patents.

I avoid acquiring an ownership in any matter which might prove antag •

onistic to the interests of my clients; for instance, if you are on the point of

securing a patent on an invention, you would not care to entrust it to an attorney

who has an interest in an invention intended for similar purpose, and which

might compete with yours in the market. Being entirely free; I am in die best

possible position to be fair to all.

HOW TO SECURE CAPITAL

Should you lack the necessary funds to file an application, you can easily

secure the required amount by entering into an agreement with one or more
friends or other persons in your vicinity.

The grant of an interest in the patent to be secured, or the sale of a town-
ship or county right, will generally be sufficient inducement for them to furnish

the sum required. An agreement, as follows, will generally be sufficient :

—

WHEREAS I of have invented

new and useful improvements in

for which I am about to apply for Letters Patent.

AND WHEREAS has advanced the

sum of and has agreed to pay all expenses connected

with procuring said Letters Patent:

NOW. THEREFORE, in consideration thereof, I hereby sell, grant and
convey unto the said and to his heirs and assigns,

a license to make, use, and sell the invention within the limits of the county of

Province of for and during the full term

for which said letters patent are or may be granted.* Witness my hand and
seal, the day of A.D. 19

In presence of

ABOUT SELLING PATENTS

While I have had no experience in selling patents, I have been brought into

contact with inventors who have been successful in selling them, and for the

benefit of many inquirers I submit below a few hints which I hope may be useful.

*If further inducement is desirable, the following may be inserted:

"And I do hereby further agree that all of the net profits by me in any
manner made or received from the said invention and patent shail belong to and
shall be delivered unto the said

until he shall have received back the said sum of

with lawful interest thereon."
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1. Have a subsUntial model made, one that will show your invention in
its best light. Do not employ a stranger, or a firm in a disUnt city to make
your model, but have it made at your end of the line and under your luper-
vision.

2. In all cases where an invention can be advantageously represented by
engravings, the patentee should have them made, to be used on bill-heads,
letters, pamphlets and circulars. He should, however, remember that it is bad
economy to have poor pictures. There are firms in all large cities who make
engravings.

3. If you have a chance to sell a town-right or jhop-right, do so, no matter
if you get little or nothing for it. The purchaser of this town- right or shop-
right may, by his industry and good judgment pave the way for your future
success. At any rate, you will have gained his services in your behalf and, at
least have made a start, while you will still have plenty of territory in reserve.
Others may become interested and purchase rights, and once the public sees the
worth of your invention, success is assured.

4. I know of many inventors who have made money by simply selling
farm, county. State and shop-rights, and if an inventor does not wish to under-
take the manufacture of his invention this is a very desirable course to pursue.
In estimating the value of patent rights for diflferent states, counties, etc., one
very common method is to fix the prices with reference to the population.

The license and royalty plan is often the most profitable method of selling
patents. This, in effect, involves a contract between a patentee and a manufac-
turer by which the latter, in consideration of a license to manufacture the
articles, agrees to pay the patentee a specified sum for each article made or
sold, and warrants to sell a certain number each year.

Do not make the mistake of supposing that a patent is a fortune in itself.
Success with a patent will, like success with a farm, a factory or gold mine,
depend on management.

Finally, do not refuse any reasonable cash offer, but accept it, letting the
buyer take the chances of proving the invention a financial success.

PATENTS FOR RECIPES, USEFUL MIXTURES, ETC.

New and useful compounds and mixtures, recipes, etc., may be patented
if the compounding of the same involves invention. A minute statement
must be given of the exact proportions, methods and ingredients used in
making a given quantity of the new article.

At the present time it is almost impossible to secure U. S. patents for
medicines, and I therefore advise my clients to register Trade Marks instead.
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TRADE-MARKS
UNITED STATES.—Trade-marks may be registered in the Patent Office,

whereupon the Government issues a certificate of registration.

The benefit of registry extends for a term of twenty years, and may be

renewed for a further term.

Registration at the Patent Office is public notice to the world that the party

registering the trade-mark claims the same as his exclusive property.

Words that are merely descriptive of the article cannot be registered as

trade-marks. The name adopted must be purely fanciful or arbitrary.

For example, the words "Yellow Washing Soap '* cannot be registered. But

the same words, if accompanied by a device or picture, such as a lion, might be.

registered. The words "Gold Pens" could not be registered at a Trade-Mark

for use upon packages of gold pens; but the words " Bonanxa Gold Pens" might

be registered.

The trade-mark law passed by Congress, and which went into effect

February 25. 1905, makes it advisable for everyone who values the protection

of his trade-mark to register under this law.

Under Us terms all trade-marks, whether registered in the Patent Office or

under a state law, must be re-registered at Washington in order to obtain

protection afforded by this law.

Heretofore injunctions of courts did not apply outside the immediate

section where they were granted. Under the above law an Injunction once

secured in any Federal court extends its force throughout every sute and

territory in the Union.

TRADE-M • -•PPOSITiON

It is further provided that '. ..nting registration the Commissioner

shall cause the trade-mark to be ji d at least once in the Official Gaxette

of the Patent Office, and any per»-.i *..io believes that he would be damaged

by the registration may oppose the same by filing notice of opposition, stating

the ground thereof, within thirty days after the publication of the mark sought

to be registered.

The latter provision enables the true owner of the trade-mark to prevent

his right to its exclusive use from being jeopardised by the registration of the

same or a similar mark by an applicant wlio may not be entitled to registration.

Appeals may be taken in trade-mark cases from an adverse decision of the
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Appeals of the Distnct^/co^uml ' C°""n-ioner to the Court of

Registration will afford prima facie evidence of owner«hin =.n^ ,

s^dTJi^riro^rreTiftiorr—
-tsdiscretion .a.enter;:^;rtrtteVr^^^^^^^^^

prote^u::\°niroSr.t';str^^^^^^^^^^
the enlarged benefits under the abov" la" thfactrak'^
registration of «.id trade-marlcs upon payment o^the fee.

"'°""°" '"' '"* '"

^tLTstdUr^ ^^-- - --- p^to7yr;rsTcr

other people anrmay^aoDHedeUh .""l"'"'"'
'" «*^'' ^^^ "-ose of

receptac.e'fo;contarilTme "''" '° '"' ^'"^"^ ''•*" ^ *° » ^' or

In Canaaa trademarks are under two heads: Sp«:lflc and Cental

articIest'Sr^rZulLTarntrd^'b^
Kenerally. and its term o'f regTstti^toV^ntS^^^^^^^^^
ment fee $30.00. my fee 115.00. total $45.00

""''^ duration. Coat: govern-

cwii.^nrjrr.^tgr-" •" ' "'-« «- "«• My

toui $40.00.
"*• ^""'^ "ovemment fee $25.00; my fee $15.00.

If registration is refused, the government fee is refunded leu ti nncharge for obuining this refund is $5.00.
reiunded. leu $5.00. My

in Canada ifone w^t
°"*'""'"^ '"'"'"^ *" ''«"'*' « »««««-«•*
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PRINTS AND LABELS

UNITED STATES.—An Act of CongrcM provides that prints and labels

may be registered in the United States Patent Office.

By the word "print '"
is meant any device, picture, word or words, figure or

figures (not a trade-mark), which is impressed or stamped directly upon the

articles of manufacture to denote the name of the manufacturer or place of

manufacture, style of goods, or other matter.

By the word "label " is meant a slip or piece of paper or other material to be

attached in any manner to manufactured articles, or to bottles, boxes, or

packages containing them and bearing an inscription (not a trade-mark), as the

name of the manufacturer or the place of manufacture, the quality of goods,

directions for use, etc. SLx copies of each print or labd must be filed with the

application, one of which will be returned certified to under the seal of the Com-

missioner of Patents. Such registration will continue in force for twenty-eight

years. The total cost for obtaining a certificate of registration is $20.00. Regis-

tered prints and labels are assignable in writing. I prepare such assignments.

Cost of preparation and recording, 95.00.

CANADA.—In Canada, labels are protected by trade-marks.

DESIGN PATENTS
UNITED STATES.—The laws covering the granting of patenU for new

designs are of the most liberal and comprehensive character.

A patent for a design may be granted to any person, who has invented or

produced any new and original design for the printing of woolen, silk, cotton,

or other fabrics; or any new and original impression, ornament, pattern, print

or picture to be printed, painted, cast or otherwise placed on or worked into any

article of manufacture; or any new, useful and ornamental shape or configura-

tion of any article of manufacture.

Design patents are not granted for mechanical or other inventions. The

patentee of a machine may, in addition to the protection of his mechanical

patent, also obtain a design patent upon any new ornaments or ornamental

forms on his device.

The total cost of a design patent including one sheet of drawings is, in the

United Sutes:

Patent for three and a half years $3S .00

Patent for seven years 40.00

Patent for fourteen years 55 .00

Anyone desiring to secure a design patent should send full name and sketch

or model of design accompanied by the requisite fee and information as to the

length of time for which patent is desired.

. ill
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CANADA.—Designs may be registered for a term of five years, renewable
for a further term of five years, if such application be made before the expiry of
the origmal terra.

My total charge for registering Icsign is 125.00, including 1 sheet of
drawings and government fee of $5.00 Uor five years).

The Canadian law exacts that every design, in order to be protected, must
be registered before publication, and that after registration, the name of the
prc.netor, the letters "Rd- and the year of legistration shall appear on all
articles protected by design patents, such as "Rd. 1919. by John Smith."

The applicant for a design patent must be a resident of Canada.
Penalties are provided for the fraudulent marking, as registered, of any

article which is not registered.

COPYRIGHTS
CANADA.—New books, maps, charts, musical compositions, paintings

drawings, statues, sculptures, photographs, prints, engravings, etchings, etc
may be protected by copyright.

Any person domiciled in Canada, or in any part of the British possessions,
or any citizen of any country which has an international copyright treaty with
the United Kingdom, may obtain a copyright in Canada.

The condition of obtaining such copyright is: "That the said literary
scientific, or artistic works shall be printed and published, or re-printed and re-
published in Canada, or in the case of works of art, that they shall be produced
or re-produced in Canada whether they are so published or reproduced for
the first time, or contemporaneously with or subsequent to publication or pro-
duction elsewhere, but in no case shall the exclusive right in Canada continue
to exist after it has expired elsewhere."

In this section, "printed"and "publish" are to be taken as synonymous.
The term of copyright registration is 28 years, but may be extended for 15

years further on a second registration of the title within a year before the expir-
ation of .he first term, of which renewal notice must be given in the Canada
Gazette.

To secure a Canadian copyright, send us four bound copies of your Looks
with stiff covers, or four copies mounted on linen of any map. chart, drawing
photograph, or print.

'

The cost of preparing and filing an application for a Canadian copyright
is $10.00, including the Government fee.

UNITED STATES.—Copyrights are granted to authors, inventors or
proprietors <.' any book, map. chart, dramatic or musical composition, engrav-
ing, cut. print, photograph, painting, drawing, statuary, etc.. for the term of 28
years.
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T .- rf.'-'-ucJ of procedure is to record the printed title of the book, or

printed description of the photosraph, etc., in the office of the Librarian of

Congress. This must be done before the book or composition is published-

Two copies or specimens of the book or composition to be copyrighted must also

be forwarded to the Librarian of Congress on or before the day of publication.

If it is a work of art, a photograph thereof should be transmitted in the same

manner. The printing of the book, etc.. and the plates, etc., from which they

an printed must be made in the United States or the copyright is invalid.

Those who desire copyrights should send me their full name and residence.

title of the book, map. dramatic or musical composition, cut, print or photo-

graph, or a description of the painting, drawing or statue, and state whether

they claim the right as author, designer or proprietor. The work Itself need

nat be sent. The cost of preparing and filing an application for a copyright Is

$10.00, Government fee Included.

Copyrights may be secured for projected, as well as for complete works-

Each number of periodical requires a separate copyright. The title of the

periodical should include the date and number.

Copyrights are assignable in writing. Such assignments should be re>

corded in the office of the Librarian of Congress.

Copyright certificates will be sent to applicants as soon as they are re-

ceived.

MARKING PATENTED ARTICLES

Al! articles made or sold under a U. S. patent must be marked "Patented,"

together with t!. 3 date of the patent. Where it is not practicable to mark every

article, the package which contains them should be marked.

In Canada the neglect to mark a patented article subjects the patantee

to a heavy fine—in Mexico, Switzerland and Japan, to a forfeiture of certain

rights. In no other country is such marking compulsory.

Patented articles should be marked as follows:

—

AUSTRIA "O. P. Nr. .'

B 2LGIUM "Bte. No. ."

CANADA "Patented," followed by the year.

DENMARK "Dansk Patent No. ."

FRANCE "Bte. S. G. du G."

GERMANY "D. R. P. No. ." if for a patent of invention.

GERMANY "D. R. G. M. No. ," if for a useful model paUnt.

GREAT BRITAIN and

COLONIES "Patent No. ," and the year.

HUNGARY "Ung. P. No. .'•

ITALY "Brevattato," followed by the number of the volume

and folio of the Reg. Att. wherein the patent is en-

tered and the year. For instance: "Brevettato R. A.

Vol. XXX., Fol. 30."
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JAPAN Patent date and numlxT in Japanese language.

PORTUGAL Privilegiado Pat. No. ."

LUXEMBERG "Luxbg. Pat. No. .'•

NORWAY "Norsk Pat. No. ."

'^^'SSIA "Patent No. ," (in the Russian language).

SPAIN "Patentado en Espana No. ."

SWEDEN "Svenskt Pat. No. ."

SWITZERLAND Federal Cross and number of patent.

SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES and MEXICO-"PriviIegiado en (name
of country) No. ."

UNITED STATES.
. . "Patented," followed by the day and the year.

COMMONWEALTH
OF AUSTRALIA.

. .'Patented." followed by the day and the year the pat-
ent was granted.
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FOREIGN PATENTS
Very few inventors would take less than $1,000 for their United States or

Canadian patents, yet nine-tenths of all patentees rea'Jy present the entire

world, outside of the United States and Canada, with the fruit of their genius by

neglecting to patent their inventions abroad.

The inventor looks to reap a rich reward from his invention here. Why
would not the same invention be equally or more valuable abroad, where the

population is more concentrated and where the invention therefore would be

more easily handled than in this comparatively sparsely-peopled country?

Over forty thousand United States and Canadian patents are granted each year.

Amongst these are many devices of great utility and value. It seems almost

incredible that these inventions are actually presented to the people of Europe,

whereas by a trifling expenditure the inventions could have been patented In

all the principal European countries.

If you are in possession of a meritorious invention, do not fall to apply for

foreign patents, before some one else has lodged his claim as the prior patentee.

The sale of any such foreign patents, even at low figures, will enable you to work

your patents elsewhere.

As Canada does not belong to the International Convention, it is advisable

for Canadian inventors to file their foreign applications as early as possible, due

to the fact that they will be stopped from filing their applications in some of the

foreign countries if publication of their invention reaches those countries before

their application. The Canadian Patent Office does not notify you if your

patent is about to issue, therefore you cannot wait until your Canadian patent

has been allowed before filing your foreign applications.

American inventors should file their foreign applications within one year

from the filing of their application in the United States, as the United States

is a party of the International Convention. It it also advisable for American

inventors to await allowance of their United SUtea application before filing an

application in foreign countries.

TIME FOR FILING APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS

For valid patents application should be made as follows:

—

Before publication or public UM of th« Invention anywhara—
{Holland {NorwayI Brazil

{France iHungary

Guatemala {Mexico

Turkey. (Except official publication).

{Sweden

{Tunis
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Before publtcarton snywhcra or public um In th« country

—

Argentina, Finland (official publication of no effect for six tnontht).

lAuttria. iGermany (except publications over 100 years old).

Luxemburg (Must be new in Germany, and applied for in Germany
within 3 months)

IBelgium (except official publications in favor of patents of importation

;

also the Government may except foreign official publications).

iDenmark, {Portugal (must be new in Maderia and Asores).
Russian (except official publication). Transvaal.

Bofor* printwl publication anywhero—
•Bolivia ^Ecuador •Peru *Sa)vador.
•(Official publication does not affect.)

Note:—The granting of a patent in 'Argentina, Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay
or Uruguay, gives one year provisional i»otection in the other counUies of this

group.

Before public uao anywhere:

—

iCuba. ('Nauriol' patent)

Before publication or use In tho country:

—

•Australia (Includes Tasmania and Papua) ; Bahamas (Unless well known by
others); Barbados, British Central Africa (Myassaland); British

Guiana, British Honduras, Cape Colony, Chili, Duncan (Hyderabad),
(one year's use by inventor or with his consent; is permitted); East
Africa Protectorate (Same as Zanxibar); iGreat Britain, India, {Japan
(Includes Formosa and Korea); Leeward Islands, Liberia, iMalu,
Mauritius (Same as Zanzibar); Mysore (One year's use by inventor or
with his consent is permitted); Natel (Includes Zubiland, must apply
before expiration or lapse of first foreign patent); |New Zealand,
Nicaragua, iSwiUerland, Zanzibar. (Prior publication or use in
Great Britain invalidates.)

Before public use In the country:

—

Bermuda, St. Lucia, St. Vincent. (Trinidad and Tobago.

Durlna the life of a British Patent, but before use In Great Britain orHer
posseaaions (use by Inventor or with his conaent excepted).

British N. Borneo. *Pahong. Selangor.

Negri-Sembilan. •Perak. Straits Settlements.

Publication in Great Britain or the country where application is made, if

prior to the date of the British patent, invalidates the application; except when
such publication has been made by the inventor or with his consent and not
more than six months previous.

DuHnfl the life of a British patent, but before use In the country:—
tCeylon. Hong Kong & Kowloon. Fiji
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During the Ufa of Bridah patent:

—

Falkland lalanda. Guemaejr. St. Hdeaa.
GUbraltar. Jeraey.

During the Ufa of a Foreign potant. but bafora uaa In tha country:—

Arsentina, Belgian Conco, iCuba, Coau Rica, Fiji lalanda, Honduraa.

I Italy, Jamaica, Newfoundland, {Spain (5 year patent); Panama (U. S. law

applies in Canal Zone).

During tha Ufa of a Foroign patent:—
iCuba. iParaguay. Venetuela.

Egypt. iSanto Dominlgo.

^Paraguay haa a convention witli Great Britain, whereby the gtant of a
Britiah patent entitles tha inventor to one year's provisional protection la

Paraguay.

Duriqg the Rfe of a Certain Prior Patent:—
Danish West Indies (Danish patent); Iceland (Danish patent); Phlllipinet

(United Sutes patent); Porto Rico (United SUtes patent); Portugeae

Colonics (Portugese patent).

Within a year from acquisition of a Foreign or tlie Sealing of • Britlak

patent:

—

East Africa Protectorate, Zansibar.

Witliin a given period after flrat prior patent:—
iBraxil (Seven months from grant).

Canada (Twelve mont^i > fmm issue or use anywhere).

Mauritius (one year from sealing of British patent).

{Mexico (three months from date of issue or twelve months from date of

application, whichever term is the shortest).

•Norway (the King may conclude conventions with other cottBtrics. detar-

mining the respective periods,

Roiimania (six months from grant).

Southern Rhodesia (one year from date of grant).

Transvaal (one year from date of grant).

Uruguay (one year from issue).

A number of the leading countries and their colonies have formed themselves
into a Union for the Protection of Industrial Property. Patentees having
industrial or commercial establishments in any one country of the V'-'.''.. can
import their patent articles into any other country of the Union wi.... ., for-

feiture of patent rights.

The application for a patent for an invention in any coutry at the Union by
subjects, citizens, or residents of a country of the Union, or persons having
industrial or commercial establishments in tiiat country, gives provisional

protection in all the others for twelve months. Trade-marks and designs are

similarly protected for four months.
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The countries in the above list, which belong to the Union are signified thus I

The following states belong to the "Union for the Protection of Industrial

Property": Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba. Denmark, Dominica, Francr and
her colonies. Great Britain, Holland, Hungary Italy, '-^pan, Mexico, Norway,
Portugal, San Domingo, Servia, Spain, Swf•Jl.'^ S>.-it-:<.'r and, Tunis, the Tnlted

States, the Dutch-Indian Colonies of Curac^tc :ii ' Sir''' imand, tht- Engli«.'ionea

fd Australia, Ceylon, Gambia, Gold Coast, A'^iii N «'''- Zealand, Seyscbellet,

Southern Nigeria and Lagos, and Trinidad iii lane-fb

In each country of the Union, citizenit - ibjc-ij, «t>:. of states members of

the Union have three years to work their <a\ iiiiorie, < ven though the law of the

country may give a shorter time. In some ro iT;trie« ir ibtain the 'benefit of the

three years, it is necessary to state that it i:; d' ^:>'^HJ . iMin the ^tent under

the convention.

CANADA has not joined this International Con/'nti')'^, therefore Caiv
adians cannot claim the advantages granted thereby.

It is advisable for ^^'anadian inventors to file their foreit^n applications at

as early a date as possible, and at least before his patent is granted >r published.

By so doing they, will not only head (^ independent fordgn invert! .>rs who might
otherwise come m during the pendency of the American apph .ition, but will

defeat the machinations of that class of persons who make a pnu tice of {urating

desiraMe inventions here and obtain patents for them abroad, as first communi-
cators.

COST OF FOREIGN PATENTS
Prices quoted on the following pages include taxes and all other fixed

charges, where they exist, for the year, and in all ordinary cases, the I'tjuatment

of any technical difficvlties that may arise in the respective Paten Offices.

Objections on the score of novelty or inoperativeness, requirements for .ivision,

limitation, additional drawings and the like (involving extensive alterations),

interferences, protests, etc., necessiute additional labor, whkh will ordinarily

be charged for.

A retainer of $20.00 per application is required with the M'de- to go ahead;

the remainder ia di'e on 'he completion of the application papers.

To highly technic^i' jases, especially those involving an intimate acquaint-

ance with the higher mathematics, chemistry, electricity, optics, acoustics,

etc.; or some special and intricate branch of industrial att, the above rates are

not applicable, but special rate will be made depending on the nature of the case.

I hav» at present nearly 200 agencies in Europe alone. These include most
the bes'. known of the Briti.th and Continental Patent Agency firms, as well as
many others less known but of equal quality. My long experience as an
International Patent Attorney has given me unequalled opportunity to gauge
the respective merits of my confreres abroad. I iiave also at lea«t nne dirr^t

agent in every country and each British colony, even the smaller ones. 1; it

my aim to entrust each case to the local agent most qualified as an expert or

otherwise to deal with its particular subject matter.

iilli
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FOREIGN P/'-ENTS
(CounUiL!) markeii * l» 'otiK *<> Ui« Convention)

Vol*.—The pricet mt ationeft ir th. fo!to»»rHg Ii»s. tpply to tie atiini

ntainmg 1,000 w '- 1<'«». In t;w :>« ,• lon^r' specifi'-at.nns I Uiake

aJi'ii' lal charges : iollow?

1. For rvery aa<!r oniii i© won: s En(U»l. $0.50

2. Fot f 'ry additional iW-woHn, in rench nar H;;- irian,

Sp.....«h or Italt:. t 00

3 Forevt;v idJili-.n^llO' ird»inotti ^^^J^ anp ... 00

ARGEN FINE aVf^CBI. :—5, le - 15 y«ai-*. i# »i75

i>io9ui..tian

—

6J^ O.

Af' ;,212,06*! 5. milr-

Induniries—A .-ultur. -*i« ar ' lUe raiiing; woci, wheat, hides.

talk »nd ! ro«en meats, ano mini *;.

laxe«a mnually: >20. W rkii uu within two yeari.

.%USTII '< 14 yean. $135

P(, ».400 n

Art >,000 si iiile*.

industri 3—Shc< r> raising „ lurc. win. making, mining and manufac-

tui g

T'- ^cs lutr end 0* sfv, n years ?50. Workings due within four years.

jAUSTRI ^—15 years, $75

pulation—28,000,000.

i- 000 sq. miles.

Indust es—.-Xgriculture ng, manufacturing of glass and general manu-

tacturind

Ta-\ « due annually: $25. first year, increasing each year. Workings due

within t. years.
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BAHAMA—31 yean, $175

Population—61,000.

Area—1,404 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, sponge gathering, fruits, hemp fibre, tobacco,

cotton, etc.

Taxes end of seventh year $80: end of fourteenth year: $150.

BARBADOES—14 years, $110

Population—197,000.

Area—170 sq. miles.

Industrits—Sugar, molasses, rum and cotton.

Taxes due annually: first year $75.

IBELGIUM—30 yean, $50

Population—7,500,000.

Area—11,400 sq. miles.

Industries—Manufacturing and mining, iron, lead, copper, zinc, lace,

flour and starch, whisky, beer, etc.

Taxes due annually: first year $10. Workings due end of first year.

BERMUDA—14 yean. $300

Population—21,000.

Area—J9 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, raising of onions, potatoes and arrow-root, coral.

etc.

BOLIVIA—3, 6 orlO yean, $335

Population—2,:00.000.

Area—985,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, mining, rubber, Peruvian bark, etc.

Working must commence within one year.
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IBRAZIL—15 years, $300.

Population—20.000,000.

Area—3,200.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, growing of woods for dyeing and cabinet work,

shipbuilding, fruit, coffee, rubber, tobaca jrain, cattle raising, etc.

Taxes due annually: first year $25. Workings due within three years.

BRITISH GUIANA—14 yean, $325

Population—300,000.

Area—90,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, sugar, rum, timber, balata, etc.; mining: gold,

silver, diamond, etc

Taxes due at the end of seventh year: $130.

BRITISH HONDURAS—14 years. $150

Population—15.000.

Area—8,600 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining; staple products, woods, principally

mahogany and logwood; sugar, rubber, fruit, gold, silver, etc.

Taxes due at the end of third year $75; end of seveuth year $130.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO—14 yean, $125

Population—1 .''O' .. TOO.

Area—30.0CO sq. lailes.

Industries—Agriculture, wood, tobacco, rice, gutta-percha, sugar, coal and

gold mining, etc.

CAPE COLONY—14 yean. $120

Population—2.500.000.

Area—277.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Mining, agriculture, tobacco, grain, wheat, maiie. sheep

fanning, ostrich raising, etc.

Taxes due end of third year $60. ; seventh year $ 1 1 S

.

iMiiiii
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ICEYLON—14 years, $150

Population 4.000,000.

Area—25,500 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: tea, coffee, cocoa, rubber, dnchova. cinnamon,

cardomens, ebony, vanilla; precious stones of all sorts; pearl fishing is carried on

extensively. The salt industry is a government monopoly.

Taxes due at end of fourth year: $25, and annually thereafter.

CHILI—10 years, $300.

Population—3,200,000.

Area—300,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: maize, wheat, barley, oats, beans, peas, lentils,

vines, tobacco, flax, hemp, chili pepper, potatoes, etc., horse and cattle raising,

copper and gold mining, etc.

Date of working is fixed by the Government.

COLUMBIA—5 to 30 years, $150 to $300

Population

—

4,500,'m->0.

Area —473,000 sq. miies.

Industries—Agriculture: fruits of all sorts, tobacco, coffee, cotton, manufac-

turing of woolen ar'< cotton goods; mining of iron, lead, copper, coal, gold, silver

platinum, emeralds, etc.

Working must start within one year.

CONGO—30 years, $135

Population—30,000,000.

Area—800,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, rubber, palm oil, ivory, etc.; mining: Iron, copper.

etc.

etc.

COSTA RICA—30 years, $150

Population—370,000.

Area—23,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: cocoa, bananas, coffee, hides, fustic, eedar-wood-

Working to start within two years.

-Ifew
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ICUBA—17 yean, $100

Population—2.000,000.

Area—44,000 iq. miles.

Industries—Sugar and tobacco.

Working to start between first and third year.

IDENMARK—15 yean. $60

Population—2 ,600,000.

Area—15,00 sq. miles.

Industries—Grain, raising of sheep, catle and horses, manufacturing of

dairy machinery and apparatus, etc.

Taxes due annually: second year $15. Working due within three years.

DECCAN-HYDERABAD—14 yean, $1M

Population—11,500,000.

Area—90,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: sugar, jute, tea, opium, tobacco, etc.; mining:

coal, saltpetre, gold, mica, rub'^s, jade, etc.

Taxes due at the end of i year: $25.

EAST AFRICA PROTECTORATE—M year*. $170

Population—1,000,000.

Area—175,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Grain, rubber, fibre, copra and ivory.

Taxes due at end of fourth year: $50; eighth year $100.

ECUADOR—10 or 15 yean, $300

Population—1,300,000.

•a—127.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Cocoe. iv^-r . coffee, cotton, rubber, archella, wood, straw-

hat! and hammocks, bt :

'
' .ama. tobacco, fruits, wheat, tartaparilla. »<lver,

copper, quick-silver, lead, i.on, etc.

Working to start within one year.
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FALiiLAND ISLANDS—14 ymtn, $175

Population—3,600.

Area—«,500 sq. milea.

Industries—Sheep farming and sea-faring industries

FIJI—14 yean, $350

Population— 1 20,000.

Area—7,500 sq. miles.

DeanS"fJ^r''^''''"'*"'*^
bread-fruit trees, bananas, plantains, yams. dolo.peanuts, cocoanuts. sugar cane. tea. cotton, maize, tobacco, arrow-root, etc

FINLAND-15 yean, %^St

Population—3,000,000.
Area—144,000 sq. miles.

anrf ™i"'""*'~;
^«"="'""«= ««'•. barley, rye. potatoes, etc.; great .aw miU.and paper manufactures; exporting timber, farming produce etc

Taxes due annually: second year $10. Workings due within three year.

IFRANCE AND COLONIES-15 yean. $75.

Population—40,000,000.
Area—207,000 sq. miles

chemicals dyes and dyeing, paper, woollens, carpet^ Knen s^k Tc^ etT

SStSV r^ '"""'**'" '"''""'^- ^«''«"»"- product;Lfud,; vine

Lr«"tUi«.'"'*''
"'''• '"'' -'''«• ^'^'<^- •"«"-«-»•. ••ops. etc.. in'

Taxes due annually: $25. Workings due within two yean.

iGAMBIA—14 yean, $135

Population—150.000.
Area—3.600 sq, miles.

n.ai,l:S;^.^'^'^"'*«"^
'^'"- -^*- "--« -«'•-'. rice, cotton. miUet.

Taxes due annually: after fourth year. $75.

.rsi-
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IGERMANY, COLONIES AND PROTECTORATES—IS jmn, 175

Population—60,000,000.
Area—210,000 iq. miles.

Induatriet— Agriculture, manufactures and mining. Exports: sugar (raw
and refined), woollen cloth stuffs and part silk stuffs, iron, pig iron, ingots, toys,
aniline dyes, furs, printed cottons, upper leather for booU, bicycle parts, raw
line, saddle and luggage wares, woollen and linea em'croideries, cotton gloves,
pianos, wheaten flour. In addition, Germany manufactures practically all
industrial articles for home consumption and also has a large shipbuilding
business, and is remarkably well developed in every line of industry.

Taxes due annuaUy: first year $20. Workings not required by U. &
citizens.

GIBRALTAR—14 yMn, |3M

Population—(Civilian only) 18,000.

Area—3 miles long by H mile broad.
Industries—None of importance.

IGOLD COAST COLONY —14 yMn, $1M
Population—895,330.
Area-120.000 sq. mUes.

Industries—Gold in great quantities, rubber, gum-copol, lumber, ivory,
cocoa, Guina grain and oil, etc.

Taxes due annually: end of fourth year $75.

IGREAT BRITAIN—14 yMn, $8*

Population-7-47.000,000.

Area—121,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Manufacturing of all kinds, especiaUy of machinery and appar-
atus, mining operations on a large scale; agriculture of aU kinds still employs a
large part of the population.

Taxes due annually: after fourth year $30. Workings within four years.

GRENADA—14 yMn, $125

Population—74.000.
Area—130 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: coffee, cocoa, cotton, fruit, rubber, spices, ate-
timber, turtles, etc.

'

Taxes due after fifth year, $25.

HMHIHB
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GUATEMALA-15ye.r..«25

Population—2.000.000.

, . .
Area—47,000 sq. miles

IHOLLAND-15 year.. $ioo

Population—5. 700.000.

flax. let'!Si;^o't«lt w'c^;^ '"""'^ -'' -'« raisin.-
cocoa. Chocolate. H„en. ^:67^ loT.^ZT'^'^^^^^

^^

boats, shoes, starch, potatoes, flour printingTnT'
«'«''^.'"^"«. automobiles.

r^-J^'- '^'' '^^"'^^^ ^"'l oth r H^uo^ iLrT'''*
'"''"^'- •''^^<='«

developed and carried on extensively
"""*""* '""'"« » also well

Taxes due annually: second X^r^ Wor.in„ within five years.

HO^fDURAS-20 yean. $130.

Population—775.000

Industries-Ao,,- ..
^'"^-*^-«» sq. miles.

;>uit. sir^bTcSi^^rseicr-' r •— -. mme..
h.des and skins, cedar, fustic. rosew^T^trinfr '"'"""^"^' •"<*'«'>

Taxes due annually; usually |25 eaclfy^r." '•

HONG-KONG-Good for the ^^^.^ ,, .^, ^^ , ,

Population- 4.200,000

Industrip^A •
'^'^--OO sq. miles.

IHUNGARY-I5y«,„.,75

Population—20.000.000

'*" ""' *""'»''- ~'"- "" »- Work,™ ,„ .,.„. .^^
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INDIA—14 yean. $80

Population—300.000,000.

Arta—1,800,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, which employs two-thirds of the population,

cotton; mining, coal, dtude petroleum, salt, manganese, saltpetre, sold, mica,

rubies, jade, etc. There are also many kinds of manufacturing, including

woollen and paper mills, breweries, distilleries, etc.

Taxes due annually: after fourth year $25. Workings due within four

years.

IITALY—15 yean, $70

Population—34,000,000.

Area—110,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, manufacturing and mining. The cultivation of

silkjis an important industry as is also fruit raising. The chief products
and exports are: olive oil, wine, candied citron, sienna earths, pastes, coral, rags,

boracic acid, raw and thrown silk, hemp, cattle, straw-hats, rice, iron, zinc and
copper ores, sulphur, marble, fruit, vegetables, fresh and prepared meats,
poultry, chemicals and their products; woods, roots, etc. for dyeing and tanning;
artistic works, etc. The chief manufactures are woollen, straw and felt hats,

furniture, chemical products, paper, machinery of all sorts, mosaics, pottery,

Venetian vases, alabastar ornaments, etc., beet sugar. The principal mining
products are iron, lead, zinc, copper, manganese and antimony ores, sulphur,

gypsum, amianthus, alum, boracic acid, gold and silver, etc.

Taxes due annually: second year $15. Workings due within two years*.

JAMAICA—14 yean, $175

Population—900,000.

Area—40,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: tropical fruit and products of all sorts, including
sugar, rum, coffee, bananas, oranges, maize, rare cabinet woods, dye-woods, etc.

iJAPAN—15 yean. $125

Population—50,000,000.

Area—163,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, mining and manufacturing. Agricultural pro-
ducts of all sorts, including tobacco, tea. potatoes, wheat, rice, etc. Mining
prnHucts include copper, iron, silver, agate and rock tr>-5ta!, coa!. etc. The
chief manufactures are silk, cotton, matches, paper, grease, lacquer ware, porce-
lain, bronze, etc. Shipbuilding is carried on extensively.

Taxes due annually: fourth year $15. Workings due within three years.
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LEEWARD ISLANDS—14 yean, |3M

Population— 1 28.000.

Area—700 sq. miles.

Industries—Sugar, molasses, cotton, tamarinds, arrow-root, com, pepper,

tobacco, vegetables of all sorts; and raising of sheep, ponies, cattle, goats, etc.

Taxes due annually: fourth year %30.

LIBERIA—20 yean, (350

Population— 1,500,000.

Area—*8,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: coffee, cocoa, palm kernels, palm oil, ivory,

cassava, rubber and camwood, etc.

LUXEMBOURG—15 yean, fM

Population—250,000.

Area— 1.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining, chiefly iron.

Taxes due annually: second year $10. Workings due within three years.

IMALTA—14 ytun, 1109

Population—(Civilian) 216,000.

Area—90 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: com, onions, potatoes, grapes, oranges, melons,

cumin seed, figs, honey, etc. Lace making is an impcrtant industry. Also a

great deal of shipping is carried on, the harbor being ont. m the best in the world.

Taxes due annually: fourth year $35.

MATJRITIUS—14 yean, $2M

Population—375,000.

Area—720 sq. miles.

Industries—Chiefly sugar, most of the necessaries of life are imported.
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(MEXICO—30 years, S85

Population— 13,500.000.

Area—760,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining. Agriculture: maize, wheat, barley,
Chili-pepper, cotton, coffee, sugar, tea, tobacco, vanilla, hemp, flax, gtapes and
all Icinds of tropical fruits; mahogany, ebony, caoutchou, etc. Mining: geld,
copper, lead, silver, quick-silver, iron, coal, etc. Manufacture of woollen and
cot tun goods, etc.

Workings due within five years.

MYSORE—14 years, 1155

Population—5,500.000.
Area—30.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, cotton and other products common to India.

Taxes due annually: iive years $35.

NATAL—14 years, $IM

Population— 1,200,000.

Area—35,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining. Agriculture: maize, sugar, coffee,
arrow-root, ginger, tobacco, bananas, vegetables, pepper, tea, etc.; raising of
sheep, cattle and horses, etc. Mining: coal, asbestos, fire clay, gold, graphite,
gypsum, iion. lead, silver, limestone, marble, manganise, molybendum, nickle,
nitre, tin. etc. The mining, refining, working, etc. of the great iron mines
forms an important industry; as Joes also the timber trade. Experiments are
being made in growing cotton.

Taxes due third year: $35; seventh year $60.

NEGRI SEMBILAN—14 y«ir«, $170

Population—100,000.

Area—2,600 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: coffee, cocoanuts, rice, rubber, sugar, etc.; mining:
the main mining product is tin.

Taxes due at the end of seventh year; $45.
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NEWFOUNDLAND -14 years. |IM

Population—235,000.
Area—40,000 »q. miles.

Indu«trie»-Fi.hini{. agriculture, minins and lumbering. The cod and
seal fishing form important industries, as do also the manufacture of pulp andWer. Cod, whale and seal oils are purchased and exported in large quantitiesThe tmnmg of lobsters is another important industry. The chief mining pro-
ducts are copper, copper ore. iron pyrites and other minerals.

Workings due within two years.

NEW ZEALAND- 14 year*. $60

Population—900.000.

Area—105,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining. Agriculture: flax, butter, cheese
UIIow. gum, timber, sheep, wool, twine, kauri pine and kauri pine rosin, etc'Minmg: coal mmmg forms an important industry, also the mining of gold, iron
and copper.

Taxes due third year: »J5. ; sixth year $60.
years.

Workings due within three

I. :

i

I *

in

NICARAGUA—5 to 10 yean, tlM

Population—600.000.

Area—52,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, rubber, mahogany, coffee, sugar, cocoa etc •

cattle and sheep raising. There is a little gold mining.

Taxes due annually: cost fixed by CKJvernment. Workings due within one
year.

NORTHERN NIGERIA—14 years. S170

Population—8,000.000.
Area—256.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: maixe, planuins. earth nuts. yams, cassava, cocoa.
coflFec. cotton, i«iiii oil. palm kernels, ivory, gum. copal, etc. Tin U also pro-
duced and exiiorted.

Taxes due annually: fourth year $65.

^s& msm
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(NORWAY—IS ymn, $70

Population—2.400.000.

Area—124,000 sq. mUe*.

Induttrie*—Agriculture, mining and fishing. The herring and cod fiaheri^

form a very important industry; the (Uh and fish oil being exported to a great

value every year. Mining forms an important industry, many minerals and
their products being produced.. Timber dres:iing. mechanical engineering,

textile manufactures, ship building, pulp making, match manufacturing, dairy

products, skins, furs, etc., all form important industries.

Taxes due annually: second year $10.

NYASSALAND PROTECTOkATE—14 ymmn, $1M

Papulation—1 ,000.000.

Area—43,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: coffee, cotton, chillies, tobacco, ivory, tea, ground
nuts, rubber, etc.

Taxes due annually; fifth year $35. Workings due within four years.

ORANGE FREE STATE—14 ymn, $17t

Population—.?«7.900.

Area—50,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining; wood, ostrich plumes, hides, diamonds,
garnets, coal, etc.

Taxes due third year $35; seveuth year $60.

PAHANG—14 jTMn, $17t

Population—85.000.

Area—14.000 sq. miles.

Industries—Mining, chiefly tin. Agriculture: <

rice, rubber, etc.

Taxes due at the end of seventh year: $150.

>ffee, cocoonuts, sugar.

PANAMA—5 to M ymn, $17* to $3S0

Population—450,000.

Area—32,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining, gold, hides, rubber, mother of pearl,

shells, cabinet woods, bananas, and medicinal plants.

Within the first one-third of the term of patent.
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PESAK—M yMra, ll'/*

Population—330,000.

Arm—6,600 tq. mtlet.

Indust.ic*— Agriculture and ^nining: tbe main mining product i«

Agriculture, coffee, rocoanutt, sugar, rice, ;ubber. etc.

Tasea ifut at end of levcntb year: tSO.

tin.

PERU—!• ymn, |3M

Population—1.000,000.

Area—500,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Mining and agriculture; mining: silver, gold, copper, quick-
silver, coal. Agriculture: cocoa, coffee, 'ugar, rocain, guano, llama and alpaca
wool, etc. The large petroleum beds and rubber forests provide two important
—very important—industries

Workings due within two years.

PORTUGAL—15 ymn, 175

Population— Int luding the Azores and
Maderia, 5,500,000.

Area—35.500 sq. miles.

Industries—Mining and manufacturing, and agriculture: wheat, barley,

oats, maise, fla«, hemp, tbe vine, rke, alines, oranges, lemons, figs, almonds,
etc. ; large forests of oak sea pine, cork, and chesnut exisc. The mining products,
are: lead, copper, tin, antimony, coal, manganese, iron, bay salt, etc. The chief

manufactures are: gloves, silk, w'x>lien, linen, and cotton fabrics, metal and
earthenware goods, tobacco, cigars, etc. The production and exporting of mine
products forms an important industry.

Taxes due annually: $10. Workings due within two years.

RHODESIA (Southarn)-14 yaara, $1M

Population—715,000.
Area—77,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining; tobacco, rubber, cotton, grain of all

kinds, truiu and vegeubles of all kinds; gold, silver, coal, diamonds, lead, iron,

asbestos, etc. The gold mining forms an important industry.

Taxea due annually: third year $20.

I
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ROUMANIA— IS ywra. flM

PopuLtiion—6,700,000.
Arcs—SO.OOn tq. milM-

Induttriea—Agriculture and mininx. AgrlcHkiirc: nwiat, millet, barley,

rye, beans, peai. vine growing, frulta of all tort*, ate. Cattle and iheep raiaing

form an important industry. There are alao great forettt which furnish wood*
of all kinds. The mining uf rock lalt forms an '. ^ortant industry.

Taxes due annually: second year 120, Workings due within four years

RUSSIA—IS yMra. 1138

Population— 1 57,000,000.

Ar«ra— «,2J5.00O sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, lUrtnufacturing and mining. Large forests eatat

and the timber forms an important industry. Rye, wheat, barley, oats, millet

and other grains are produced in great quantities, as are also potatoes, hemp,
flax, tobacco, etc. Manufacturing of all sorts is carried on extensively. The
mining products include gold, platinum, copper, iron, rock salt, kaolin, marble,

lead, etc. The largest output of petroleum in the world comes from Russia,

while both steam and anthracite coal exist >n ^n. :haustablc c ..iiities

Taxes due annual ' second year $Z0. Workings witr. 6ve years.

SAN SALVADOR—M yaars, t23S

Population— 1 ,000.000.

Area—7.200 wj. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: coffee, indigo, tobacco, sugar, balsam, rice, hides,

cedar, and fustic. There is also some silver mining.

Taxes due annually: 915.

SANTO DOMINGO—5 to IS yeara, $3M to S2S0

Population—600,000.

.Area— l,800iq. miles.

Industries—.Agriculture and minirig; eoeoa, ausat, coffee, lobaceo, mahrif

any and other woods, wax, honey, logwf>od. fustic, turtle, sheep hide*, bananas,

divi-divi, etc. Gold mining is also earn d oa.

Workings required within five years.
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SELANGOR— 14 yeara, S170

Population— 1 70,000.

Area—3,200 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: gutta-percha, rubber, pepper, gambier, hides,

horns, canes, rice, sago, tapioca, apices, dye-stuffs, rattan, coffee, tobacco, gums,
tin, etc.

Taxes due end of seve th year: $50.

SEYCHELLES ISLANDS— 14 y«ara, $175

Population—22..SOO.

Area— ISO sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: vanilla, cocoanuts, cocoanut oil, tortoise shell,

cocoa, soap and guano.

Taxes due annually: end of fourth year $50.

iSOUTHERN NIGERIA—14 yean, $250

Population—000,000.
Area—77,000 s<j. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: maire, plantains, earth nuts, yams, cassava,

cocoa, coffee, cotton, palm oil r\nl kernels, ivory, gun, copal, rubber, etc. Tin
it also produced and exported.

iSPAIN—M yean, $75

Population—20,000,000.

Area— 1«*6.000 sq. mi'es.

Industries—Great copper, lead and iron mines, besides other minerals.

Agriculture: vin: growing, olives, oranges, lemons, pomegranates, dates, wheat,
barley, maize, etc.

TaxM due aisnutilly: second year $10. Workings within three years.

ST. LLCIA—14 yean, $150

Population—56,000.

Area—230 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: wood, cocoa, coal, sugar, rum, fuel and sticks.

At port Castries there is a fine coaling station.|

Tazcf due annually: fifth year $25.
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ST. VINCENT—14 yean, $125

Population—53,000.

Area

—

140 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture: sugar, mulasses. rum, arrow-root, cassava, cocoa,

cotton, coffee, spices, etc.

Taxes due annually: fifth year $25.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS—14 years, $145

Population—500,000.

Area— 15,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, mining, gutta-percha, gambler, rubber, horn,

hliles, pepper, canes, rice, sago, sugar, spices, tapioca, dye-stuffs, rattans

tobacco, gums, coffee, etc.

SWAZILAND—14 yean, $120

Population and Area included under Transvaal.

Industries—Agriculture and mining, fruits and vegetables of all sorts,

cattle and sheep raising, etc., gold and silver mines are being rapidly opened up

and developed.

Taxes due annually: third year $30.

ISWEDEN—15 yean, $70

Population—5,476,000.

Area—173,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining; wood of all sorts, especially pine,

birch and fir. pitch, tar. oats. rye. barley, pototoes. dairy products, etc. The

mining products include iron and steel of a very high grade, gold, silver, copper,

lead, nickel, zinc, cobalt, alum, sulphur porphry, marble, coal, etc. The match

industry of this country is one of the finest in the world.

Taxes due annually: second year $15.

ISWITZERLAND—15 yean, $60

Population—2,500.000.

Area— 15,500 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture, dairy farming and n^inufactures. Agriculture:

oats, wheat, maize, hemp, flax, tobacco, non-tropical fruits of all sorts, and

vegetables. The manufacture* are hides, silk, cotton, linens, lace, thread,

woollens, etc. The manufacture of clocks and watches forms an important

industry. Leather gloves, tobacco and snuff, cheese, condensed milk, etc., are

also made in large quantities.

Taxes due annually: second yeur $10.
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TRANSVAAL—U years, $125

Population— 1 ,400.000.

Area—110.500 sq. miles.

Industries—Mining and agriculture: gold, silver and coal mines are worked
extensively; iron and other metals are alsj mined to a slight extent. This
country is one of the greatest diamond producing countries in the world.

Taxes due annually: end of second year $20.

ITRINIDAD AND TOBAGO—14 years, $150

Population—350.000.

Area—1.750 sq. miles.

Industries—Mining and agriculture; sugar, cocoa, melons, rum. cocoanuts.
timber, fruit and oil. Coal is mined in lari?c quantities. The great pitch lake,
which contains an inexhaustible supply, is continuously worked.

lTUNIS-15 years, $100

Population -1 .900.000.

Area—45,000 sq. miles.

Industries—.Agriculture: barley, beans, bran, cork, dates, esparto grass.
oats, olive oil. tan bark, wheat, wine, wool, hides, etc. .Sheep and goat raising
form an important industry. Blankets, fex caps and carpots are manufactured
and exported. Zinc, lead and tunny fish are also exp.irted.

.\nnual taxes: $25. Workings within two years.

TURKEY-15 years, $100

Population— 27,000,000.

Area- 1,145,000 sq. miles.

Industries— Mining, agriculture, sh-ep farming. The mining products
include in)n, lead, silver, copper, sulphur, salt, alum and coai. The agricul-
tural products in-lude rice, bariey. millet, maize, sesame and other oil seeds,
olives, tobacco, wine, citron, oranges, peaches, plums and other fruits; woods of
all sorts. Sheep farr-.ing forms an important industry.

Taxes due annually: $25, Workings due within two years.
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URUGUAY—* yca-«, $175

Population— 1 ,000,000.

Area—72,000 sq. mUtw.

Industries—Agriculture, mining, sheep and cattle raising. Agriculture:

wool, hides, horn, hair, tallow, jerked beef, wheat, barley, maize, etc. Sheep

and cattle raising forms a great industry and constitutes the main value of the

country. Gold mining is carried on to some extent.

Taxes payable annually: $4.^. Workings required by grant.

VENEZUELA—5 to 15 yean, M70 to $M0

Population—2,700,000.

Area—360.060 sq. miles.

Industries—Agriculture and mining. Coffee, cocoa, balata gum, cattle,

hides, etc., are produced. Gold and other metals are mined.

Workings due between six months and two years.

ZANZIBAR—14 years, $140

Population—250,000,

Area—1,000 sq. miles.

Industries—Cloves, copra, gum, copal, ivory and many other articles are

produced and exported.

Taxes due; fourth year $60; eighth year $100.

Countries marked I belong to the Convention, see page 51.
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COUNTRIES WHICH MY CLIENTS USUALLY
SELECT AS THE BEST IN WHICH

TO OBTAIN PATENTS
United States (not including final Government tee, $20)
Great Britain (complete patent)

i

Great Britain (Provisional Protection)

France

Belgium

Germany
Germany (Model Patent)

Austria

Hungary
Italy

Norway
Denmark
Spain and Colonies

.

Portugal

Russia

Sweden

Switzerland

The Commonwealth of Australia, comprising New South
Wales. Victoria, Queensland, Souti' Australia, W^estern
Australia and Tasmania

New Zealand

Transvaal (complete patent)

Transvaal (Provisional Protection)

Japan

Mexico

Newfoundland

.

4 years

9 months
15 years

20 "

15
"

6 ••

15

15 '•

IS "

IS "

15 ••

20 "

15

15

IS •

15 ••

14 "

14 "

14 "

9 months
15 years

20 •

14 '

60

80
•25

75

50

75

40

75

75

70

70

60

75

75

125

70

60

125

60

125

30

12S

85

150

Eitr» Specification.—When the specification above exceeds 1.000 words
an additional charge is made as fellows:

—

For 100 words in English $0 50
For 100 words in French, German, Spanish. Hungarian and Italian ..... LOO
For 100 words in other European languages j.OO

Eitra Drawing*, per sheet, according to amount of work required. $5 to

* Where provisional protection is taken, the cost of comirfeting the patent
is but $60.00.
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COUNTRIES ARRANGED GEOGRAPHICALLY

EUROPE

Austria 15 years $ 75

Belgium 20 " 50

Denmark 15 " *>

Finland 15 '' 150

France 15 '5

Germany 15 " 75

Germany (Model Patent) 6 " *0

Gilbraltar 1* "^ 250

Great Britain 1* " 80

Bulgaria 1 There are no Patent Laws, but concessions by special
^*"'"'

(legislative Act are sometimes obtainable.
Greece |

Holland 15 "

Roumania 15

Hungary 15

Italy 15 _'

Luxembourg 15

Norway 15

Portugal 15

Russia 15

Spain and Colonies 20

Sweden 15

Switzerland 15

Turkey 15

100

150

75

70

50

70

75

125

75

70

60

100

AUSTRALASIA

Commonwealth of Australia 14 years $125

New Zealand 1* " 60

CENTRAL AMERICA

British Honduras 14 V^ars $150

Costa Rica 20
" 150

Guatemala 15
" 225

Honduras 20
" 130

Nicaragua 10
" 150

San Salvador 20
" 225

Panama 5-15 170-550
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3.6.

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentine Republic

5 ig
Bolivia

Brazil

British Guiana

Chili

Columbia

Ecuador

Peru.

Uruguay .

.

Venezuela.

15

10

15

14

10

.5 to 20

10-15
^««'jay

too

10

9

5-15

WEST INDIES

Bahama Islands

Barbados

Bermuda
Danish West Indies

Grenada

Jamaica .

-

Leeward Islands

St. Helena

St. Lucia

St. Vincent

San Domingo
5

Trinidad

Cuba
Porto Rico. Registration

years $175

22s

300

225

300
" 150-200

200

250

200

175
" 170-300

21 years $175

14
"

110

14 "
300

15 "
135

14 "
125

14 "
175

14 •'
200

14 "
150

14 "
150

14 •'
125

15 " 200 250

14 •*
150

17 100

75

ASIA

British North Borneo
j4

Ceylon .,

China / ^° patent Law, but Inv. may be reg'd
iat China's foreign Office 14

Hong Kong |
^^nted for inventions patented in

\Great Britain.

14

14

years

India

Straits Settlements

Japan
j j

Pehang •

.

14
Perak,

$125

150

150

80

145

125

170

170

11
11



MONTREAL AND WASHINGTON 77

AFRICA

Cape Colony !•*

Congo Free State 20

Gambia (BritUh) .
14

Gold Coast Colony 1*

Lagos & S. Nigeria 1*

Liberia 20

NaUl 1*

Orange Free State 14

Seychelles Islands H
Sierra Leone

Tunis 15

Zulutand 1*

Selangor 14

Transvaal . . .
.' 1*

Rhodesia 14

Nigeria, North 14

East African Protectorate 14

Zanzibar 14

Malta and Gozo 14

Egypt (No Patent Law Certificate of Reg.) 7

Nyassaland Protectorate 14

Swaziland 14

years 1120

135

135

150

250

250

120

170

175

325

100

175

170

125

100

170

170

140

150

150

ISO

120

MISCELLANEOUS

Channel Island—Guernsey 14 years $100

100

175

250

200

100

200

70

155

75

Channel Island—Jersey 14

Falkland Island 14

Fiji Island 14

Iceland

MalU 14

Mauritius 14

Portuguese Colonies, each 20

Mysore 14

Philippines. Regist lion
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

!i

About Selling Patents
^^^^

Appeals *^

Auignments, etc
.16

Buying and Selling Patents

Caveats.

Copies of Patents (their cost)

Copyrights

Gandlan Patents
Cost of Foreign Patents
Countries which my Clients usually select' as the best in which to obtain

ratenta

Countries Arranged Geographically
Course and Treatment of an Application in the Patent Office

.

Design Patents

Division

Extra Charge for long and difficult specification
Extra Drawings

42

35

41

48

33

54

Forfeiture and Renewal
Foreign Patents

Going to Ottawa or to Washington

How to Secure Capiul
How to Obtain PatenU
Infringements, etc

Interferences

International Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
Inventor's Monopoly

Joint Inventors

Joint Ownership

Marking Patented Articles

Medical Compounds. Receipts, etc

Opposition

Offices

.51

.35

Patent Applied for

Patent Library

Patents—What are tiiey?.

Perpetual Motion
Possibility of Secret Use.

.

Prints and Labels

Qualifications of Patent Solicitors or Attorneys.

74

75

26

47

29

25

21

28

-55

10

43

25

40

30

51

10

17

17

49

44

37

9

26

9

15

32

15

47

7

i

i
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Reason for Patent Monopoly H
Recipes, Useful Mixtures, etc.. Patents for *
Reissues *'

Rejected Cases '^

Royalties and Licences ^*

Sending Engineer to Factory, Shop, etc 2S

Search 1*

The Claims 21

The Drawings 20

The Nature and Policy of Patents 10

The Patent Application • ^

The Specification •*

Time for Filing Application for Patents 51

Time Required to Obtain a Patent 26

Trade-marks '
United Si ates Patents 28

Unsatisfactoiy Pending Cases 30

Value of an Inventinn ^*

Warning to Patentees 4^

Who can Obtain a Patent 17

What Patents are Granted for 28




